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nmvem gym 
Owing to the elasticity and continual movement 
of the Lungs it is one of the most difficult parts 
in the Yuman body to keep at absolute rest in order 
to successfully treat any acute process which may be 
going on there. 
Our nearest non - operative approach to immobil- 
ity of the Lungs is by keeping the patient at rest in 
bed as in the treatment of Typhoid Fever, when the 
patient is not allowed to move to perform any funct- 
ion - even the function of taking his food himself 
being denied him. 
As one of the most decided advances in treat- 
ment of acute diseases of the Lungs, pride of place 
must be given to the rest of the affected part which 
is afforded by the Induction of Artificial Fneumo- 
thorax. 
HISTORICAL 
In his "Essays, Practical and Physiologicai." 
James Carson of Liverpool in 1822 first brought for- 
ward the Theory of Treatment by this method and show- 
ed its practicibil.ity by animal experiint. He plead- 
ed that "The diseased part wot1.d be placed in a qui- 
escent state and would receive little or no disturb- 
ance from the movements of respiration". But his 
2. 
theory at that time was not put into practice. 
Several. writers (Houghtur'. it 1832, and Stokes 
in 1.837) wrote reporting remarkable improvement in 
é!:dvanced Pulmonary Tuberculosis in cases in which 
Spontaneous Tneuì othorax had occurred . For inter- 
est I am citing a case of this nature (Case of Miss 
h. Yo. ) 
However, it was not until 1884 that Fneurnother- 
ax was first mechanically induced an d that was by 
Potain, who replaced the fluid of a hydro - thorax by 
sterilised air. Along with two other cases success- 
fully treated, tsr.is case was reported in the 73u13 e tin 
de l'Academie de T "edicin 1n 1888. 
With the exception of one or two sporadic 
attempts - it was not until 1901 that Lemke reported 
the treatment of 53 cases by this method. 
Bremer of Germany (lid much profitable research into 
this method of treatment and it is to him that we flare 
indebted for the introduction of tuie Vater Manornete °r, 
which is our main criterion as to the amount of as 
to be introduced in collapsing a lung, and which is 
:till in use at the present day. These cases were 
reported in 19C5 and 1906. 
During the years 1908 to 1912 this method of 
Treatment has found its way into all enl iL itened 
countries, and amongst the pioneers of the movement 
in England must be mentioned the names of Lill ing- 
ston (he himself was treated in Norway by Dr ITolmboe 
3. 
in 1909 with such good results that he was able to 
return to England in 1910 and tai e up his work again) . 
Vere Pearson, who first used it in his Sanatorium in 
1930, and Rhodes who introduced the method in 1911. 
One could not close the history of this great 
advance in Treatment without specially mentioning 
the name of the ] ate Professor Saugmann of Copen- 
hagen, who did so much to publish the benefits of 
this operation and to improve its technique. 
INDICATIOPS and CO TRA- IITDICATIOr,S. 
The cla.s<sical and ideal ind.icat.ion for putting 
out of action une lung is advancing one -sided dis- 
ease, with symptoms of toxaemia as indicated by mal- 
aise, pyre.r:ia, quickened pulse -rate, night sweats, 
loss of weight. But how seldom is the much to be 
desired picture presented, and how often is a "good" 
lung clinically destitute of physical signs found to 
be diseased vvhen a radiogram is taken L In a mixed 
phthisis material, various authorities have put down 
the number of cases clinically suita le for Pneumo- 
thorax treatment at anything between 3'Y and 10%, but 
the very large number of unsuitable cases must have 
passed th ou h e stage in which this treatment might 
have been available s.nd suitable. As the classical 
indication is so rare it is usual for us to modify 
our statement as to unilateral disease and to define 
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a suitable case ú.s one in which the disease is con- 
fired to one side, or if any active disease be present 
in the "better" side, that it be confined to the imrr,- 
ediate nei¿h.boL4rhood of the l;:ilus, or that it be 
arrested disease, not involving more than a third of 
the surface of the "better" lung. In estimating the 
suitability or otherwise of a case it is not merely 
sufficient to subject the lung to a careful clinical 
examination - it is necessary that a careful X -ray 
examination be marie as well: both by the flourescent 
screen to estimate the movement of the chest wall and 
the diaphragm, and by radiogram. It is a very 
common experience (see case TTrs Pk. No. 15) to have 
a patient with the symptoms of acute Tubercu.l.osi. 
but with no clinical evid'ence of that disease either 
in the form of dullness or crepitations. Subsequent- 
ly at a later e=ina.tion signs of crepitation will 
apear on one side or the other - if on, the right 
ener_1Jly in the axillary region, and if on the left 
side, higher up over the praecordia. These will 
spread till they involve practically the whole sur- 
face of one lung, and the symptoms will probably 
become ag ravated . Clinically one would say that 
this was an ideal case for treatment by Artificial 
Pneumothorax (one sided advancing disease with no 
abatement of symptoms and the other lung clinically 
sound) but on examination of the chest by the -rays 
the same process may be found to be l.rocecding in 
J 
trie opposite l.un: only tige disease rias nut reached 
sufficiently near the surface to oe witri.in reach of 
tige stethoscope. What a catastrophe would have occ- 
urred if one had induced artificial pneumothorax on 
account of tie cl. inicl suns only? 
(2) . In contra -distinction to this liilus type of 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis is the Apical Type, starting 
at one or other Apex. here the signs are apparent 
practically as soon as the symptoms. In this type 
the risks of infection of the other lung are very 
much more marked and the infection both in the origin 
ai site and in the infected site tend to be very much 
more acute than in Iiilus Tuberculosis. Pneumothorax 
should oe a very much prompter method of Treatment in 
tris type for the reasons herewith a,pj.:ended and I con- 
sider tialmt if no improvement either in symlptoials or 
51e5 taLtes place in three months under the orc:inary 
:methods of treatment, that Pneumothorax should rie 
undertaxen provided other factors prove no contra -in 
dication. The reasons are:- (a) More liability to 
a quicker spread to the op- çosite luny; and as this is 
generally an acute spread it proves a serious menace 
to the adoption of Artificial Pneumothorax. (b) More 
liability to the formation of adhesions which would 
thus prevent co ip1 ete collapse (see later), hence 
only partially successful. results . (c) . The smaller 
and mure circur:,scribed tige area involved, the better 
are trie ultimate results and the more perfect the 
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functioning mower of the re- expanded lung when treat- 
ment is stopped. 
(3) . In cases of any type of Tuberculosis of Lu;,ii 
lungs, which are progressively getting worse for 
Which there sees no hope of any improvement, it is 
sometimes expedient induce Artificial T n e urri o th o rax 
on the worse side in time hope that it will lead to a 
certain amount of abatement of symptoms and so render 
the patient's life more comfortable. Should the dis- 
ease in the other lung be moderate in extent and in- 
tensity, a betterment of its physical condition has 
often been observed when this has been done, probably 
due to one of two factors (a) lessening of toxic ab- 
sorption and thereby improving trie patient's general 
condition with a rise in his powers of resistance (,o) 
increased blood supply to that "better" lung. Case 
of Miss h. No. 25 is of great interest in this res- 
pect. It was a case of extensive aouoie sided dis- 
ease with grave toxaemia and very acute spread. one 
dare not tiiinx: of inducine; an Artificial Pneumothorax í 
but this patient's condition was much improved by a 
Spontaneous Pneumothorax occurrin6 - in fact she was 
so much improved that she left our charge thus pre - 
venting tile collapse being continued. 
(4) . The acute 12ruiicho- pneumonic types of one -sided 
disease are suitable for Pneumothorax (see Case I .S. 
i o . ) . Caseous pneumonic cases are not satisfact- 
ory, but certain operators nave reported successful 
results, notaely Riviere. I have no cases of this 
'/. 
type so cannot s-r.eak from my own experience, but 
various writers speak of its unsuitbil ity from two 
factors (a) the extreme liability uí trie caseous 
material being sucked into the ot± er iuí<g and thus 
causing an infection there, and (b) mechanic reasons; 
the solid pneumonic patch i11 aaapts tiie lung to com- 
pression. 
(5). An important indication for Pneumothorax is the 
presence of haemoptysis, wnetaer triis be a single 
lame haemoptysis or of a recurrent type, no matter 
the smallness of trie quantity. But haemoptysis is 
purely a symptom of tiie disease and may oe due to 
various causes and may occur at any stae. It is a 
symptom which would decide one to do an Artificial 
Pneumothorax when there was-perhaps some doubt before, 
whether the doubt arose on the extent of the lesion, 
the comparative absence of toxic manifestations or 
on any other account. haemoptysis when it occurs in 
the early stages would have simply to be regarded as 
a symptom and would have to ìße put in the balance 
along f4itli the other symptoms when one was thinking 
of the advisability of compression. But , ivera two 
cases of equal extent and severity, if recurrent 
haemoptysis were a symptom of one a-:d not of tr e 
other it would oe a deciding factor in 1,iy mind in 
favour of 1neumothorax in th0 Toriner case, al.tr.ouri 
l might decide against it in tr_e latter. In the 
later stages of the disease wilen char es have taken 
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place in tie vessel wall and when severe haemoptysis 
occurs either from rupture of an aneurism of the pul- 
monary arteries or from ulceration through the wall 
of an artery, Pneumothorax becomes an operation of 
emergency and immediate collapse must be obtained to 
might prevent a 3aemorrhage which o ì erwise be uncontroll- 
able. But in such a case it is so often that there 
has been old - standing changes in trie pleura and that 
a space is impossible to find. The only case in 
which artificial Pneumothorax was carried out for 
large late haemorrhage in ray practice proved fatal. 
w 
I 
though entrance was obtained. (Case of ;.O.roup 1) 
(6). Artificial Pneumothorax should be carried out in 
all cases of tubercular pleurisy with e_f f us:ion when 
it becomes necessary through symptoms of discomfort 
to withdraw the fluid. Withdrawal of fluid and intro- 
duction of Las should be carried out at the same time 
for trie following reasons. (A) . It permits trie with- 
drawal of fluid without pain or discomfort and with- 
out the attendant dangers of an ordinary aspirE .tion . 
(B) . After withdrawal of fluid it permits of a com- 
plete radiological examination beine, made and allows 
one to decide whether ti.Le Tuberculosis is a...ur Ly pleur- 
al or whether there is (as in the vast majority of 
of cases) intra-pulmonary disease. (C) . It prevents 
trie pleurae becoming adherent so that if intra-pul- 
rnonary disease is found and treatment by compression 
is decided upon, one does not meet With the disappoint- 
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ment of finding; no f;i.eural space which would probab- 
ly have occurred if absorption had allowed 
choice for 
to take place. (D) . Oxygen is the as olyrepiacement 
of fluid as, by virtue of its chemical properties it 
tends to prevent tree formation of more fluid. To my 
mind this is one of the most useful indications for 
Artificial Pneumothorax because one so often finds in 
the history of cases of active Pulmonary Tuberculosis 
which come for treatment that the primary manifestat- 
ion has been pleurisy with effusion which has been 
aspirated or allowed to absorb and after which an 
ordinary convalescence has beencarried out ;onnly to 
find that in after years, it may be few or many, that 
tie patient Las developed active Tuberculosis in the 
same lung and any hope of treatment by compression of 
the lung has bone owing to the adhesions which have 
formed between the parietal and visceral layers of 
pleurae. Of course the primary fault lies in the 
fact that the point is not sufficiently emphasised in 
our Medical Schools that these cases of Hydro -thorax 
are in the big percentage of cases of tubercular orig- 
in, and until that point is sufficiently emphasised 
we shall continue to have the same catastrophes. 
Better far would it ue to teach that tree fluid, which 
would act as a compressor of tl,.e lung, should be left 
or only drawn off in small qu.ntities if signs cf 
oppression appeared, rather than teaching immediate 
aspiration as is done. Besides I am convinced that 
10 . 
the serous fluid of an ordinary tubercular hydro- 
Thorax has a distinct therapeutic value as well as 
its mechanical value, but this does not fß]1 within 
the scope of this paper. 
(7) . Persistent pleuritic lain is an indication for 
a partial Pneumothorax (Case Th.ss E.D. Yo .21 and Tirs 
A. No. 23 ) . In the 9e cases complete collapse is 
not aimed at, only sufficient g as oeinìg used to sep- 
arate trie two layers of pleura, r.or is it necessary 
to carry on tree treatment fur t.le same length of time 
as in intra- pulmonary disease. 
(8) . I shall not here Live tige indications for 
]neurrìothorax in o trier .:onditioris -, :rlich are not tuber- 
cular. 
CONTRA- ILDICATIO]iS . 
(a) . Acute disease of any extent in the "better" 
lung, or the involvement of one third of the "better" 
lung by arrested disease except in special cases (vide 
supra). 
(b) . Extensive tubercular disease of other organs, 
kidney, bowels, etc.. I do not consider tubercular 
laryngitis to be a con.trr- indication, in fact it is 
usually improved by Pneumothorax. 
(c) . The presence of grave constitutions) disease 
such as aiaoetes, o x onic nephritis etc. 
(d) . Apprehensive nervous patients generally CO u badly. 
(e) . Organic heart disease. 
11 . 
APPARATUS REQUIRED FUR ARTIFICIAL Pl EUMOTluRAX . 
The essentials of a Pneumothorax apparatus are 
exceedinbly simiDle. They consist of a needle for in- 
troducing into the chest wall, co1h]ected by ruer 
tubing to a bottle graduated into hundred c c . 
spaces containing the gas which it is desired to in- 
troduce. Between the needle and the eas container 
is a manometer which re inters the ìntra -pl eura,l 
pressure; connected to the ¿as bottle by rubber tub- 
ing is a Fressure uottle which can be heightened or 
lowered at will to alter tree pressure and thus prive 
out 1x e as contained in the as bottle into the 
lun6 . These are the first essentials and the appar- 
atus which most nearly c s fo -rrns to this principle in 
tree simplest way is the one devised by Lillinbstone 
and Vere Pearson. It is trie only one 1 have used 
personally and I have found it entirely satisfactory 
in every way. The whole apparatus is contained in a 
cabinet on the inside of the door of which is fixed 
the water manometer. The ends of trie manometer 
limbs are bulbous, so that if the patient coughs, 
thus raising' the intr , pleuraip)ressure,,rwater will 
not rie so readily expelled from the tunes nor if any 
abnormal negatike intra - neural :pressure be encoun- 
tered will the water be so readily sucked into the 
patient's chest. The manometer consists of two 
strai8ht pieces of glass tubing' about 40 cm. ïon6 
connected at the foot by a short length of rubber 
12. 
tubing of the same diameter. Between these tubes a 
scale ruled to * cm is fixed to the door, each divis- 
ion of cm. is numbered 1.2.3.4. up to lb 
DIAGRAM of PEARSON- LILLINGSTO APPARATUS. 
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The Lillinbston- Pearson apparatus consists of 
two bottles, A. and B. A, the as bottle is graduated 
from 100 to 1100 c.cs. Botch - bottles are fitted with 
rubber stoppers to admit glass tubing. A glass tube 
C passes to the foot of bottle A, and a similar tube 
D to the bottom of bottle B. These two tubes are 
connected by a rubber tube E, fitted with a stopper M. 
Short glass tubes F and G opening to outside air in 
Bottle B, and connected to the rubber tubing leading 
to the manometer and to the chest through bottle A. 
If bottle B and the tubes D.E.C. be now filled with 
water, the water will flow into bottle A by syphonage 
until the water is at the same level in both bottles. 
Air to replace the water will enter -by tube F and be 
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forced out of tube G. Tube G is connected by rubber 
tubing H to a T- shaped piece of glass tubing 1. One 
limb of 1 is connected to the manometer by a rubber 
tube, while the other limb is connected by rubber tub- 
ing K to the needle. L and M are metal clamps, one 
situated between bottles A and B, and one between 
bottle A and the T -piece 1. Bottle A is now filled 
with hot water slightly coloured with lysol or weak 
carbolic solution. The rub ber tubing is removed from 
G. If Oxygen is the gas chosen to introduce into the 
chest, it is stored in cylinders and the rubber tubing 
of the cylinder is connected to G, clip M removed and 
the gas cylinder opened and the pressure there forces 
the solution in A into the tube C.E.D. and thence into 
bottle B, so that A becomes full of Oxygen. When the 
as goes to mark G in A, the cylinder is shut off and 
clip M replaced. The bottles are now ready for use. 
The same method applies to Nitrogen. 
If Air is going to be the gas used, the fluid in 
A is withdrawn into B by syphonage, and Air replaces it.. 
Instead of sucking the Air directly into A, it is our 
custom to draw it through a bottle containing a weak 
solution of lysol taus purifying it. An ordinary 
bottle with a rubber stopper with two holes is used. 
Into these holes a short length of glass tubing is 
introduced and this is connected to A by a rubber 
tube. A long length of glass tubing reaching to the 
bottom of the antiseptic fluid is also introduced, 
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with the other limb open to tree outside air. The air 
is taus sucked into the fluid and it bubbles through 
this and out of the other tube in G and then filas 
bottle A 
ro G- 
Bottle A is now raised on blocks so that the level 
of the fluids in A and B are equal or even so that 
the fluid in B is lower than in A in order that the 
as will not be driven into tie pleura with its neg- 
ative pressure and tht.s cause embolism. The needle 
is now introduced into the pleura with its clamp L 
closed. A negative pressure will be noted by the 
fluid in Limb l being sucked up, a positive pressure 
by its being pushed down. P is a glass filter filled 
with cotton wool between to e needle and I: and Q. is a. 
glass rod in the rubber tubing near the needle so 
that blood or fluid cah be easily seen, supposing 
there should be fluid in the pleural cavity or a vein 
should have been pierced. As soon as a negative 
pressure is registered the rubber tube h is connected 
to G and clamps. L and M removed so that the Air is 
allowed to flow slowly into the crest. its trie press- 
ure rises in the chest, bottle B can be raised on the 
wooden blocks R to increase the pressure there and so 
drive trie Air on into the chest. The fluid in the 
manometer may be coloured so as to record the press- 
1. 
ure more easily. Methylene blue, red in etc. may be 
used for this purpose. 
OTHER APPARATUS IN CO1fl:ON USE. 
Dr Parry Morgan (Lancet ii, 90, 1914) has describ- 
ed an apparatus with tw.o mamometers so that the intra- 
pleural pressure and the pressure it the gas bottle 
can be taken at the same time. There is a lot to be 
said for the double manometer as when the gas ;i fl_oV:r- 
inb it is only taie pressure in the as bottle which 
is recorded with slig-ht respiratory fluctuations 
owing; to discrepancy in size between the rubber tub- 
ing and tale bore of needle, but it is only a question 
of a second to pinch the t'aúe with the finders to re- 
cord the inntra.- pleural pressure. To see that tiffe rias 
is flowin6 is only a question of watching the _1 evel 
of the fluid in the gas bottle. Trie double manomet- 
er overcomes these slight objections. 
Morriston Davies (Surgery of Lungs and Pleura, 
1919, page 16b) has a more elaborate apparatus which 
consists of two graduated cylinders, one for Oxygen 
and one for ;;itrogen. The bas from either of these 
cylinders is forced into the chest uy water pressure, 
the rate of flow being graduated by a tale above taie 
water cylinder. 
Woodcock (B.Y.J. ìi, 1055, 1913) uses an appar- 
atus in which he generates his own nitrogen and the 
as and pressure bottles irlo`de up and down on rods. 
Lister uses a similar apparatus with the difference 
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that Oxygen can also oe generated. All these aoove 
are examples of the movable bottle apparatus, but on 
the Continent various apparatus with fixed bottles 
are used, but they are very cumbersome and not to be 
recommended. 
MANOMETER. 
It is necessary here to describe the manometer. 
The calibre of the manometer tubing is of some import- 
ance because if it be too large the more would be the 
discrepancy between the bore of the needle used and 
the manometer limbs so that there would be less res- 
ponse in the column of fluid and the finer fluctuations 
would not be shown. It is highly important that the 
fluctuations the manometer be absolutely 
definite because it is the clearest evidence that the 
needle is in the pleural cavity and not in trie lungs. 
Saugmann recommends a bore of 3 millemeters and that 
is quite satisfactory - anything from 3 to b Mm. can 
be used. Above that size the readings become slugg- 
ish and indefinite and difficult of interpretation. 
The water manometer is the one in general use but some 
writers describe their pressure in terms of MM of 
Mercury, and.'.taey..do this by marking dn..thé scale 
alongside trie water scale the equivalents in MM of 
Mercury. Again, some operators have affixed a ver- 
curial manometer as well so that especially low or 
especially high pressures may be recorded, out I have 
never seen a louver pressure than -3O recorded nor a 
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higher than .1.30 MITI of water brought about so that 
the water manometer graduated from 30 Cm to 3b C1n. 
fulfils ali requirements. of course it is quite poss- 
i of e that a lower pressure than -30 might be recorded, 
in which case the fluid might be sucked into trie 
chest with disastrous consequences, but there are 
two factors in the formation of tige Lilingston app- 
aratus which would tend to prevent that ac ident, 
or at =Least cause it to be effected more slowly so 
that one could either pull out the needle or grasp 
the tube . The presence of the bulbous ends before 
described and secondly the filter which is rlaced 
between the limb of the reariometer and the needle are 
the two factors which tend to prevent this accident 
because tiffe water wuuid firstly oe caught in the 
bulbous ends wad ,vouid then only pass through trie 
filter slowly. The tubing between the manometer and 
the chest must oe xejit unclosed all the time trie 
operation is in progress so that the pressure may be 
recorded at any given moment. Readings should be 
taken frequently so that an undue pressure Should 
not be Liven. 
CHOICE of GAS TO BE USED. 
(1) . At taie primary induction. The three gases 
which are accepted now as suitable for Artificial 
Pneumothorax are Oxygen, l\itrogen and Air, and it is 
our practice to ,ive oxygen for trie induction, and 
for five Jr six refills afterwards. T do not think 
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that it possesses any advantage over the other tyo 
c, asses, although some writers say that it is safer in 
case the needle should pierce a vessel wall and there- 
by produce a gas embolism, in which case tree Oxygen 
would be more readily absorbed by the blood and thus 
diminish trie serious sequelae of that accident. That 
would probably rie so if the wound were in a systemic 
vein (as in the chest wall) where the veins contain 
venous -blood and would readily absorb Oxygen; but this 
accident must be extremely rare . The most probable 
source of embolism is from the wounding of a pulmonary 
vein, and as this vein contains already blood saturat- 
ed with Oxygen further absorption could not take place, 
and therefore embolism would take place equally with 
Oxygen as with Air or 3 i trogen . I personally have 
never seen a case of embolism and I think that if the 
other precautions be rigorously observed it is a very 
rare occurrence. 
REFILLS. 
Oxygen may oe ruled out of co ri; "or cale moisi 
reason that it is much more quicely ao 7oroe(i t .an Air 
or 1 it cogen, therefore sri,rteni g tiffe intervals for 
refilling and thus causing more inconvenience to trie 
patient, as one could imagine the operation to be any- 
thing but a pleasant one -- it is also expensive. The 
most generally used as for refills is Tritrogen as it 
is inert and its aosorption is slow. But I do not 
think that tuiat : inor advantage justifies the expense 
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and trouble associated with its use as, in my exper- 
ience, the intervals for refills is not appreciably 
lessened if Air e used and I found th t Air ful- 
fils 
- 
every requirement and it does not necessitate 
the use of tiffe cumbersome cylinders in which Nitrogen 
is supplied. It is free to all, and as I said before 
it only causes a negligible diminution in the interval 
of refills. 
In this connection one must say a few words on 
some experim.ents..w rich have b e z c arrie out to sx ow 
the effects of the introduction of these various gases 
and the chemical changes which have taken j..1 ace in the 
composition of them after their introduction into the 
pleural cavity by interchange with the gases in the 
blood. 
In 1823 John Davy conducted some experiments on 
the absorption of bases after they had been introduced 
into the pleural cavity of dogs. (PÏilocop.Trans 1823)1. 
and he made it clear that their composition was very 
quickly altered. in a case of pyo- Pueumothorax by 
;'.orriston Davies, when pus was withdrawn f rorr? tree pleur- 
al cavity and re lace; úy oxygen, tt_e analysis of the 
I 
pleural content was 02 21.56 %, Tÿ2 74..4)9 %, CO2 4.35%, 
after eight days before Oxygen displacement took place 
the Oxygen was practically absorbed - the analysis 
showing N2 98.13;.f, 02 0.69 %, CO2 1.18% (Morriston -- 
Davies, Surgery of the Lunes and ,'loura, 2918, p. b4 ) 
Gilbert and James, Havens ebb, (Archives of Int .!U'edic 
ine 1914) found that within 24 to 48 hours in cases 
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filled with 1J2, O2 CO2 were then present and that with 
Air a similar result occurred. The authors argued 
that owing to the rapid diffusion of gases, that Nit- 
rogen possessed no advantages over Air. 
For all practical purposes one finds that the 
interval for refills is not 4p ;reC i .bÍ i, dir .finished 
when Air is used instead of N2 and Air, as is shown by 
the following tl,.,o cases when both Air and ) were used. 
(Case of 1 acS.'ido. v ied Case of 6 ) . 
NEEDLES. 
Again a differec e arises as to w iethier trie oper- 
ation is an initial one or , :hetiler it is a refill after 
Pneumothorax has been induced. In the former case 
there is only a potential space and damage to the lung 
much more likely than in the latter case Where there is 
already a space of greater or lesser size and therefore 
not so much liklihood of puncturin the lung. 
Riviere recommends a needle made like a trocar 
and cannula - the cannula being 1.8 MM guage, and it 
ha.s a side - opening about 1 /16th on an inch from the 
tip and graduate in centimeters with a sliding ,brie 
to re;ul.ate the distance it has to be forced into the 
chest wall. The trocar and cannula are thrust into 
the side and through the underlying tissues till one 
imagines one is near tiffe parietal pleura (about 1 Cm. 
dis sufficient) . The trocar is then withdrawn and trie 
cock closed, and tue cannula which has a sharp edge is 
pushed in through the parietal pleura. I have used 
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this form of needle and have fóund it quite satisfact- 
ory, Gut it is a little cumbersome anse causes more 
inconvenience to the patient. 
Another needle in frequent use is a simple 
hollow one with a termina oblique aperture, Gut I 
have found that these needles become blocked by the 
small piece of epioerrrlis which was cut out when pen - 
etr. atinL taie kin, and this Naas often ciifficu_Lt to 
remove by the stilette. esides, the darig r of in- 
fecting the pleural cavity by pushing this epidermis 
into it is considerable su have given up using 
this form paf needle, and I now use Riviere's trocar 
and canneala for the initial operation and for the re- 
fills a hollow needle with a 1 .t eral aperture and the 
end cut obliquely and filled up, and I have never 
found that any appreciable damage to the lung was done 
and it certainly causes very mucd. less inconvenience 
to trie patient. I find also that the accidental 
blocking of the needle with blood or epidermis is of 
very much less frequent occurrence. The latter needle 
is one introduced by Lill in6 on and I always use une 
which screws on to an obturator r.ith a stop-cock su 
treat if by chance the stilette requires to rie passed 
to clear it, the ,pleural- cavity is protected from the 
outer air 3augrnann used the surie needle but with a 
terminal opening as well as a lateral. 
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Dia6rams of the needles referred to. 
1. Rivieres needle. 2. I,il lineston t s needle. 
ScRLE 
ENLARGED viEW of NEEDRf END 
PREPARATION of PATIENT. 
It is our tus ton to administer a cathartic the 
night before and to give a light meal in the morning 
before o-:erating - especially in tige initial operation. 
glen collapse Lias been established a patient can be 
done at any time and is able to proceed nome within 
half-an-hour. 
One hour before trie initial op rati Jn k c.c. of 
ortirlopon scopolomine is adr.rinistered. This timinisrles 
the anxiety and sensibility of the patient and quiet- 
ens the breathing. If a patient be especially ner- 
vous I often give a cromide mixture for a few days 
before. 
The patient is laid on the sound side with one or 
two 1 ill ows underneath the chest so as to arch it and 
widen the inter -costal spaces. The head is kept low. 
The site of punt t-.Ire is washed with spirit and coated 
over a good area with Tincture of Iddine. A sterile 
hypo-derrnic syringe cont«.inin a 2% solution of .ovo- 
caine is next used and the trace, of the puncture is 
anaesthetised and a few seconds are allowed to elapse 
before introducing the Pneumctlorax needle . il.e 
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waiting, tue rneumothorax needle which has been stand- 
ing in alcohol, should e triorou hly dried by passing 
it through a spirit flame ana then cy blowing air 
air through it into the flame. Pituitrin and ;randy 
should always be kept in readiness in case of collapse. 
SITE of PUTS C TUBE . 
Trie most suitable site for puncture should 
decided upon sürrietir:e before tL e operation so as to 
avoid delay when the time arrives. Other things 
being equal, tiffe axillary reion is the most suitable 
for tl.e following reasons. (A) . At this point the 
respiratory XcurSidrì is greatest therefore it is the 
least ely part in which to `f. ind adhesions. (B) .The 
basal movements are much freer than the apical so that 
the lung surface is more likely to be free from adhes- 
ions. ( C) The intercostal spaces are at their widest 
here, and the chest-wall has its thinnest muscular 
covering in this region, 
great deal of course depends on the site of the 
original disease, and if the disease be largely basal 
it might be expedient to puncture in tige 2nd or 3rd 
intercostal space outside the mammary line. The -:oint 
furthest away from the originel site of disease and 
where the signs are least intense is tue Lest site of 
puncture, but in 7b¡ , of cases trie 6th interspace in 
the mid-axillary line will Le found to be the Lest 
and if one rìoes not get in there the probabilities 
are that the rneurnothorax will be unsuccessful. A 
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rigid rule should be observed and that is never to 
puncture over the site of cavities, firstly because 
there will probably be too strong adhesions, and 
secondly because, if the cavity wall be injured a Pyo- 
Pneumothorax might be produced. 
THE OPERATION. 
After anaesthetising the patient and the Pneumo- 
thorax needle being thoroughly dry and connected to 
the manometer tubing, it is passed through the inter- 
costal space swiftly and firmly. If the trucar and 
cannula is used, we pass it as far as the guide, then 
having withdrawn the trocar, the cannula is pushed 
slowly forward by steady careful pressure and strict 
watch is kept on the manometer to note any fluctuat- 
ions of it. One often feels a distinct 'snap' at the 
moment the parietal pleura is reached and this can be 
used as a guide to indicate that one is in the pleural 
cavity. However, this is not always noted as a 'snap' 
may be felt by piercing the innermost fascia of the 
intercostal miscle, so that it is only by watching the 
manometer that one can be sure of beine in the pleura. 
If the ordinary sharp needle is used the same proced- 
ure is adopted - except for the manipulation of the 
trocar. 
When the pleura is reached a. sharp response is 
noted in the fluid level, the pressure going down to 
-8 or -10 as an average, with a. respiratory.- .flüctuatidn 
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of from 4 to 6 cm. Such a response is clear evideilce <. 
that one is in the pleural cavity. One can now intro- 
duce the gas, and at the initial operation tais must 
be done very slowly at a negative pressure . This is 
done by keeping the level of the fluid in the pressure 
bottle below that of the fluid in the gas bottle, so 
that the sas is more or less sucked in by the higher 
negative pressure of the chest, and this reduces the 
risk of sas emoolisrn. As soon as as enters the 
pleura.1 cavity, indicated by the rise of the level cf 
trie fluid in the as bottle, tiffe risk of embolism is 
completely Asst; -:and the bas may be allowed to enter 
at ordinary atmospheric pressure. Une does not always 
meet with trie sane e._tisy task and it may ce only after 
several attempts that a free pleural space is found. 
One may feel the 'snap' as the needle passes through 
the parietal pleura and find no manometric response. 
This may be due to several causes . (1) Trie most 
frequent cause will be the blocking of the needle z.,, ith 
blood or solid tissue from the chest wall. The first 
thins to do tien is to paso; the trocar through the 
needle when trocar and cannula are being used, taking 
care not to pass it to the hilt. When the ordinary 
sharp -pointed needle is being used a stilette is passed 
and if failure of manometric response has been due to 
that cause fluctuations should be indicated imi: ediately 
on withdrawing the trocar or stilette as the case Lay 
be. (2) . Two pleural layers being adherent may be 
another cause, and, if aft_cr the stilet ,e's removal 
fails to elicit response, then there is no other 
course open out to remove tige needle and and make a 
fresh . attempt . :Before removing the needle, however, 
a little Gerätl..e manipulation may oe allowed. 
Surl.:ose one did pass on through the viscerGt.7.. 
Fleura, what woui d one find?. ( a,) . One would get man- 
ometric response (!7.,nd fluctuations of from 2 to 4 cYr.o, 
but these would ce about atmospheric pressure and 
would not show the decided negative 1',rFssure of the 
-r1 eural. fluctuations, a,nd, one would never proceed fur- 
ther with a response of that kind. ( 'o ) . Instead of 
ente rin the lung parenchyma proper one might push the 
needle into a bloodvessel when one would also get 
slight fluctuations out trey would son stop by the 
needle becoming blocnea with blood clot . In the case 




The second difficulty may be that one gets a 
negative pressure but with a less response than from 
3 to 4 crus. This may be due to not very dense adhes- 
ions, but one can only withdraw the needle and try 
elsewhere 
- 
because the evidence that one is in the 
pleural cavity is not suf vicient. 
(3) . One may get a larder rieEative response with no 
fluctuations. The fact of the negative response points 
to one being in trie pleural cavity and he cause of trie 
2r7 . 
fluctuations bein6 absent is pr ictica,lly certain to be 
be due to blocking of the needle, which will be cleared 
by the stile tt e . however, I have seen cases vvhen 
actual blocking lias not taken place and this may have 
been due to the blockin ; of the needle during expirat- 
ion by the visceral pleura coming against it, This 
is an argument in favour of trie double manometer. 
AMOUNT OF GAS TO BE INTRODUCED. .
At the first operation I never exceed 300 ccs of 
as and I never brin, the pressure beyond a distinctly 
negative one. I say this advisedly because 300 ccs 
would never bring the pressure up to more than 2 to 4 
but in a pleural pocket 
cros in a completely free pleural cavity/in which one 
might get a distinctly negative pressure on entering 
300 ces might bring the pressure to a very high positive 
one, depending of course on the size of that pocket. 
(Case ld [3 . 24 ). I consider it far better to give up 
that site of entering and to try elsewhere, rather 
than to try and break down tele adhesions by effecting 
a high pressure. Try general procedure is to Live 2CÜ 
to 30Q ca_s of gas and to repeat this next day or the 
day after - depending on the amount of reaction. There 
is no doubt in my mind that since smaller quantities 
have been used and have been slowly introduced, that 
far fewer of the distressing results of Artificial 
Pneumothorax have been seen. In the days when it was 
customary to introduce 1000 ccs of gas at the primary 
operation, one often saw cases of great distress, much. 
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displacement of the heart, dyspnoea, fever and sweat - 
ir.gs, and these reactions often took a long time to 
settle down, thus preventing the continuance of the 
treatment for some time: and there was also a very 
real danger of affecting the other lung by literally 
squeezing out the secretions of trie diseased lung into 
the bronchi in such large quantities that they could 
not immediately be ,ot rid of by coughing. The only 
time in which a larde amount of as could ee justified 
in she light of recent experience is in the case of 
Pneumothorax induced for haemopty is . In our practice 
the first filling, and a few subsequent ones are 
given in the patient's bedroom so as to ensure as little 
movement as possible. 
PLEURAL ADHESIONS. 
From the foregoing it will be seem what an import- 
ant part is played by pleural adrr es ions . (1) They 
may be so great as to absolutely frustrate any attempt 
to induce pneumothorax. (2) In lesser degree they may 
i.revet tine complete collapse of tree lurid, and I shall 
later cite some cases of this nature whic.ti we call 
Partial Pneumothorax. (3) In still lesser degree they 
may be present in bands inside the chest wall and thus. 
produce irregularities in the collapse of the lung. 
In these cases the therapeutic value of Tneúmotlorax 
is nearly as good as in a complete Pneumothorax, because 
in time t hese bands become stretched by the continued 
pull on them by the gradually increasing intra-xulmon- 
Skiagram showing partial Pneumothorax. 
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ary pressure. (4) . It is only in the complete absen- 
ce of adhesions that one is able to obtain what is known 
as Complete Pneumothorax. 
Failure to o tta.in a free space at all occurs in 
a varied percentage of cases according to the various 
v niters, but this discrepancy of numbers is easily un- 
derstandable when. one considers the different class of 
cases selecte(a for treatment. When old - standing cases 
or only acutely ill cases are chosen the percentage of 
failure must be higher than in early cases or in cases 
of peribronchial spread (already quoted in my Indicat- 
ions for Pneumothorax) and I think that early cases 
will become more and more often chosen as the efficacy 
of this treatment becomes more widely known. Of course 
in a private Sanatorium one's percentage of failures 
should be much less than in a public institution where 
so often Sanatorium treatment is only given to very 
advanced cases. In my series of cases exterdirìg ov: r 
five years there have been only four in Which entrance 
was unobtainable, giving a percentage of . Saug- 
mann gives his percentage at 11%, Zine 24%, Harman & 
{ 
Sloan 15 %, Keller 12.55, Riviere 20;ó . 
PARTIAL PivEUMOTHuRAX. 
Although adhesions may prevent complete collapse 
of the lung, yet suficient collapse may be obtained 
of part of it to have a distinct therapeutic effect 
making it worth while to continue the treatment. This 
is known as Effectual Partial Pneumothorax, and it is 
Skiagramy showing two different types of complete 
collapse. 
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only by practical results in the abatement of toxic 
effects that one can judge whether a Partial Pneumo- 
thorax is going to be effectual or -riot, as the result 
depends so much on the strength or weakness of the ad- 
hesions. A very inconsiderable pocket may become in 
course of time sufficiently large by the stretching of 
the adhesions to be of distinct therapeutic value. 
Higher pressures, provided one keeps an eye on the med- 
fast inum for fear of too great displacement, are just- 
ified in these cases, in the hope that these adhesions 
may break or stretch sufficiently. Operative measur- 
es are now in vogue to cut adhesions through a Thoraco- 
scope by galvano- cautery, but a consideration of this 
is outside the scope of this paper. 
When stretching of adhesions fails to be produced 
and a small. Pneumothorax giving no abatement of the 
signs of symptoms results, then that Pneumothorax is 
known as an Ineffectual Partial pneumothorax. It is 
only by persevering for some time that will show us 
which Partial Pneumothorax is going to prove Effectual 
or Ineffectual. 
COMPLETE PNEUMOTHORAX. 
Complete Pneumothorax. requires nothing further 
to be said. 
DIAGNOSIS OF ADHESIONS. 
Since adhesions prove to be such a stumbling - 
block to this treatment, it is only fair to the pat- 
ient that before holding out the hope of being able 
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to treat trie cage -by Pneumothorax, one should make an 
effort to corne to sonne conclusion with regard to the 
presence or absence of adherent j_,l eura. This is a 
Matter of extreme difficulty, as in cases where one 
might have expected to find completely adherent pleura 
one finds a free space and vice versa. The points 
which might be helpful are. (1) The extent and dur- 
ation of tige disease. Trie more localised the disease 
trie more 1 i gel jhodd there will be of getting a free 
space at least sufficient to j..JrodL,Lce a therapeutically 
valuable pneumothorax. This is a strong amuirent in 
favour of early rneurnothorax in cases Where other 
methods have failed to arrest the progress of the dis- 
ease. (2) . A history of pleurisy, especially if the 
patient's history is corroborated by dullness in per - 
cursion, weakened breath sounds and a basal shadow as 
revealed by X-rays. (3) . The presence of large sup- 
erficial cavities generally means thickening and ad- 
hesion of trie pleura. But trie thickening may be con- 
fined to the visceral pleura and there may ce no ad- 
hesions between it and the parietal pleura. (4) The 
presence of a free or slightly restricted Tidal ex- 
pansion contra- indicates the presence of aciriesiuns, 
but on the other hand diminished or absent Tidal ex- 
pansion !slay mean intra- rulmonary changes leading to 
diminished expansion of the 1 utä itself. 
REFILLS. 
Interval after the initial operation. The next 
refill should be given the day after or at least not 
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not later than two days after, and the same precautions 
i.e. entering the gas at a negative pressure and stop- 
ping before the pressure becomes positive, must be ob- 
served. Our practice is to allow 100 c.cs more gas 
to be introduced than at tae primary operation. The 
third refill is given on the fifth day, and a day may 
be added to tree interval of each refill. At each 
refill the amount of as introduced is increased and 
the pressure gradually raised till collapse is more or 
less obtained. The intervals teen must be jugged sep- 
arately in each individual l case and t he judge the o p- 
tirrium time and pressure of refills is one of the most 
difficult problems in treating a. case by this method, od
and it is here that the X -rays prove such a valuable 
ally. A factor which should tend to cause one to go 
slower both in regard to pressure and tirr,e of refills 
is the extent of mobility of the medial tinum causing 
displacement of the heart. When collapse has become 
established the patient's symptoms and signs are often 
a very good guide to tie necessity of a further refill 
and it no uncommon t,iing for a patient to ask one for 
a refill when he feels Ile requires it. The indication 
may be either increased cough with sputum or pyrexia, 
or both. Indeed any .)f the toxic manifestations of 
Tuberculosis may present themselves. 
The method of refilling is exactly the sail_e as at 
the initial operation except that anaesthetising the 
,_track of the needle is enough and no omnopon need ue 
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given and one can use any needle one wishes, as there 
is a pocket of air which prevents injury to the lung. 
When collapse is well established a change of pun- 
c ture spot is good practice, as the pleura round the 
spot which has been frequently punctured becomes thick- 
ened and may present difficulties of Y:enetration. 
When introducing the needle at refills a o] ose 
watch must ;je Kept on trie manometer to reco aise imm- 
ediately i:len orne is in the pleural cavity. having 
satisfied onesself treat the needle is there, the rubber 
tubing is connected to the as bottle (it should not be 
connected before as I have seen the manometer water 
sucked into the rubber tubing immediately t he stop -cock 
was released. Probably this was due to a partial vacuum 
being produced in the tubing owiue to the cleat of trie 
antiseptic fluid in the bas and pressure bottles. I 
always use heated fluid so as to introduce the gas at 
as nearly body temperature as possible, because air 
expands on heating and if one introduces cold air into 
the chest wall it will expand owing to the body heat 
and one might óet a greater pressure than one desired 
and cause a fee].in of tightness and thùas distress tige 
patient.) 
MALWETER READI1aGS AT REFILLS . 
The se -present a very wide variety and they depend 
on various factors. 
(1) . The pressure at which the last refill was complet- 
e d. (2) . The length of t ix.e wh i ch has relapsed s i nc e 
last refill - the longer, tree time the lower we would 
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expect the pressure to be. (3) The extent of the 
disease and tree state of the pleura. The smaller the 
extent of trie disease the healthier the pleura will be 
and in that case the rate of absorption is very much 
quicker than in a thickened diseased pleura. (4) The 
state of compression of the lung. In an ideal case 
the lung should be collapsed to the size of a cricket 
ball, and in that case absorption is very slow. In 
other cases the lung is flattened against the medias- 
tinurn and absorption is relatively much quicker. Im- 
perfectly collapsed lung may oe brought about by the 
moveability of the mediastinurn, tn.us preventing too 
high a pressure being exerted to thoroughly collapse 
the lung. (5) The typical reading at the refill at 
its optimum time is one slightly around atmospheric 
pressure, but more on the negative E ide . A pressure 
of -4 -0 is very typical. The manometric swing must 
be present all the time during a refill and should be 
and should be constantly sought for by digital com- 
pression of the tube between the gas bottle and the 
manometer. Failure to get this should immediately 
.put one on one's guard and no more air should be intro- 
duced until it has been re-established. The probabil- 
ity is that the needle has become blocked, but if the 
needle cannot be cleared by the stilette it is necess- 
ary to withdraw it and re- introduce it elsewhere. 
QUANTITY AND PRESSURE OF GAS AT REFILLS. 
As before stated 250 to 3ú0 c.c.s of as should 
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only be introduced at the initial filling. The amount 
of gas should be gradually increased at each refill, 
but only by a small amount and the pressure should only 
be brought to atmospheric at the 7th or 8th refill. 
Some authors state that complete collapse should be 
attained at the fourth or fifth refill, but I consider 
that better results are obtained by a more gradual co- 
llapse. Systemic disturbances are much lessened and 
are more aule to be dealt with by the resisting powers 
of the body, also the chances of more secretion than 
can be dealt with per via naturalis beingpóured into 
tree bronchi, and bronchitis of the "healthy" lung are 
diminished. The disturbance to the heart and circul- 
ation are not so marked and gives the heart time to 
adapt itself to its altered conditions. The opposite 
lung is more gradually exercised in its double function. 
There is therefore no great advantage in such quick 
collapse as some writers assert. 
Another -point in the quantity is that in my pract- 
ice I rarely give more than 1000 c.cs at a refill and 
l rarely brine the pressure of a completely collapsed 
lung to a greater degree than +2 t4 or close to that. 
I have found that will maintain an adequate degree of 
collapse - more frequent refills may require to be done - 
but I consider that to be a minor point compared to the 
dangers of too high pressures. In cases of Partial 
Pneurothorax where the pressure runs up very quickly, I 
have given., as shall be shown later, positive pressures 
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of +26 +30 at each refill f ..,-r months with no ill res- 
alts and it was the only pressure which caused the 
Pneumothorax to be effectual. one was axle probably 
to give such high pressures on accourt of the mediastin- 
umeing fixed. I'.any operators finish at each refill 
with a pressure of +10 +14 especially on the Continent, 
but after exüerience of high and low pressures and 
large and small :amounts of gas, I have no hesitation in 
condemning trie high pressure and large amounts of gas. 
Results are better in trie alternative case - at least 
I have fou nd them so - at anyrate a patient begins to 
feel distressed at from 800 to 1200 c.cs of air. The 
heart's action becomes quickened and the patient feels 
unc orri:f orta ):Ji e and t i -s - dis omf ort may continue for 24 
hours or more, and if on examination of the chest by 
X-rays one finds that taie lung is collapsed by these 
lower pressures, and if it is sufficient to keep it 
collapsed for three ta four weeks a zìiìer pressure is 
uncalled for. 
The ideal object in refills should be to get the 
lung collapsed so as to prevent any movement and the 
best method io of attaining' this should be refills of 
srrzal.l quantities, round about b00 c.cs at fairly short 
intervals, and the surest indic tit ion that a refill is 
required can be decided by X-ray examination. 
The test of effective collapse is the failure of 
the lung to expand with inspiration and the loss of 
- movement of the diaphramatic; cupola on trie side of 
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the collapse. i[Qvements of the lung dué to the res- 
piratory fluctuations of the me- iastinum should not be 
mistaken for increase of the volume of the lurid. - The 
reappearance of syinptJme should never be awaited in 
judging the optimum time for refill as t sere will at 
most certainly be an auto -inoculation after with its 
effects of further weakening the patient. 
The absorption of as from the pleura diminishes 
as time goes on and refills can be given at longer in- 
tervals. It also varies with the amount of disease as 
already noted. 
The activity of the patient also hastens the ab- 
sorption of gas and a patient on full work or exercise 
would require shorter intervals than a patient who is 
taking things quietly and it is often necessary to re- 
strict a patient's activities when the rate of absorp- 
tion r,ecomes excessive. But the greatest influence of 
all on absorption rate is the presence of pleurisy and 
if are attack of pleurisy supervenes in a pleura 
already full of bas, the pressure may rise, apart from 
the presence of fluid, and the fall in the rate of ab- 
sorption becomes permanent, as we shall see laterp=and I 
shall cite a case in which collapse remained absolute 
even after three months without refill . (Case J.B.P. 
io. 14 ). 
To GETERALISE: the intervals between refills in 
the first three or four weeks are from one day to seven 
,days, seven days for the next month, from seven to four- 
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teen days after trie next two months, and thereafter 
from three to four weeks, and this is the general in- 
terval in r:ell advanced cases if pleurisy does not 
supervene, in which case refills may úe left for two 
or three months. 
In cases of Partial Pneumothorax, on account of 
the mobility of the uncol: lapsed portion of the lung 
Making absorption quicker and on account of the pro - 
ba.ùly higher -pressures to be maintained, intervals be- 
tween refills will require to be shorter than in cases 
of complete Pneumothorax. But again in these cases an 
attack of ,ileurisy may lengthen the intervals to almost 
those of the complete Pneumothorax. 
GE1 ;ERAL TREATI11'T OF PNEUMOTHORAX CASES. 
Even in an a- febrile case it is incumbent that the 
patient should be kept in bed during the early stages 
of the Induction, out as the treatment is most generally 
carried out in febrile, toxic cases aniltsat toxaemia 
only disappears gradually, taking perhaps several weexs 
or even months, we would in any case be guided by the 
degree of toxaemia present. Iiut even in an a- febrile 
case bed should be the rule until complete collapse is 
attained on account of the displacement of tree other 
organs of the chest and also to prevent quick absorp- 
tion. But once the toxae mia abates and the organs 
have become used to their displacment one of the most 
Brat i ying results of the treatment is the fact that 
,the patient will be able to extend his exercise quickly 
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without fear of auto-inoculation: whereas if one had 
got the patient to the same degree of fitness by con- 
servative methods his energies would have to be very 
much modified in comparison or toxaemia would be immed- 
iately induced. Therefore in wee ks or at most months 
a patient is brought to that degree of fitness which 
might have taken years to accomplish by the ordinary 
methods. 
SIGT S OF PNEUMOTHORAX. 
After the first few fillings the breath sounds 
become gradually weaker, the percussion note becomes 
more resonant, ut ral es and crepitations, if pr.- sent 
before, still remain. As the fillings go on these 
raies and crepitations gradually disappear and the re- 
sonance incrèases until it may become tympanitic. How- 
ever that depends uron the contained gas. In the op7:- 
osite lung the percussion note may alter a little, be- 
o oming hyper - resonant if there is much displacement of 
the mediastinum, m, and the breath sounds become harsh. 
The breath sounds in the collapsed lung seldom disapp- 
ear totally as they are conducted through tiffe as from 
the opposite lung. It is not till late on in the coll- 
apse that tree typical signs of Pneumothorax appear - 
i.e. anip_loric breathing, and the bell -note, and this 
latter may remain absent altogetiier. iLe :tal -lic vocal 
resonance, metallic :whisper and tinkling rules may also 
be present; but I have generally found these later signs 
o be associated with a small amount of fluid. The 
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healthy lung must be car :fui]y watched for the appear- 
ance of crepitations. These may be due to collapse 
from mediastinal pressure, but they may also be due to 
oedema, and in any case should be regarded with suspic- 
ion and the Pneumotiiorax more drudu..11y proceeded dth. 
SYMPTOM'S OF Fi3FUIT.7OTHORAX. 
The immediate symptoms on starting a Pneumothorax 
are often an acute exacerbation of temperature, increas- 
ed cough and eputum, dysprioea and a feeling of tightness 
in the chest. In acute cases the auto-inoculation may 
be severe =.end is due to the squeezing out of the secret- 
ions into the blood stream and into the bronchial tubes 
and one may have to wait several days before proceeding 
in order that these symptoms may abate. It is at this 
stage that a hyper -sensitiveness to the toxins may de- . 
velope, especially if tie other lung be diseased at all 
and may lead to a break -down in that, the "better" 
lung. Soon after, exacerbations become less and less 
and the well-being of the patient is markedly enhanced. 
C; ough and sputum after being increased, b ec on.e diminish- 
ed, and will gradually cease if t.iie colipase is complete. 
The presernce of sputum may denote some lesion in the 
opposite lung, or the fact that tree collapse is not 
quite complete. The characters of tine sputum also 
varies, changing from tue thick nuinrnuiar sr,utUhn to the 
thin whitish mucous. 
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VEIGHT. An extraordinary thing in connection with 
Collapse Therapy is the gradual loss of Aeight which 
occurrs in practically all patients and it is a very 
disappointing fact that patients who under conservat- 
weig'rlt 
ive treatment have gained a considerable amount of." 
gradually lose it under the altered treatment. I 
have seen or heard no satisfactory explanation of 
this phenomenon. 
COMPLICATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL PNEUMOTHORAX. 
The most important and commonest of all complic- 
ations is undoubtedly Pleurisy, and it occurrs in at 
least 50% of cases. It may occur at any stage of the 
treatment, either early or later and I append Suug- 
mannt s statistics taken in 96 cases. 
Within 3 months ......: 21jó 
33¡ 
9 H 41% 
" J.2 " .44% 
3* years 5% 
The occurrence of Pleurisy is greatly influen- 
ced by the character of the case under treatment - 
the more acute and advanced the case trie quicker the 
Pleurisy appears. Weinstein of Davos experienced 
effusions in 70 advanced cases, 33% of moderately 
advanced and lo% of early cases. There is, on account 
of the different selection of cases a great discrep- 
ancy amongst writers as to the percentage of cases of 
Pleurisy which occur in the course of treatment. 
These effusions are generally sterile to culture and 
.- they generally contain tubercle bacilli in large 
Skiagram showing half collapsed lung with small 
quantity of fluid. Picture taken from behind. 
X-ray of same case showing complete collapse and in 
creased amount of fluid. Skiagram taken from front 
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numbers. One explanation of the frequency of serous 
effusions in Pneúmothorax may be that in an ordinar- 
ily treated case cf Phthisis, Pleurisy is an extremely 
common complication, rout it is quickly shut off by ad- 
hesions forming, w hereas in a colsi apseci lung trie two 
shut 
layers of pleura being separated the Pleurisy is noI/ 
off but spreads ail over and ¡fives rise to an effus- 
ion. Also we must bear in mind that the Y:ressure of 
the as in the p_leura.l cavity leads to changes in the 
muc o sa of that cavity as evidenced by the changing 
time of absorption and the constant irritation of this 
foreign body may lead to the formation of Pleural eff- 
usions. Over -exertion and exposure to cold are often 
a predisposing cause of these r ] eu.risi es, and I have 
sees in my cases some relationship between an ordinary 
catarrhal cold and the production of Pleural effusion. 
PLEURAL FFF LESIONS . 
(1) It be a mild slow - forming Brous: exudate 
which dives rise to no symptoms and which will tend to 
disappear in the course of a few weeks or months. (2) 
Effusions which start as serous effusions :rid sl o .Jy 
increase until a are quand.ty is present. It may re- 
main serous for many months but gradually tends to be- 
come purulent and it may fill up the who] e chest. In 
one Case (L.W.) which I shall describe later, the eff- 
usion must have been present for quite eighteen months 
witliout giving rise to any symptoms and suddenly - 
after z. severe wetting -- the patient's t o mp er a t ur e 
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went uç Lo 104* and a purulent effusion supervened. 
These purulent effusions might conveniently be divid- 
ed into three classes . 
(a) . Pyo- pneun.othorax, which starts as a serous 
Pleurisy and which after an interval of time, anywhere 
from 2, 6, or 7 months, becomes turbid and then becomes 
purulent. This fluid may be of a beni8n character and 
live rise to no symptoms except from pressure due to 
rent increase in its amount. This fluid does not ab- 
sorb. and its treatment consists in asjDiration and re- 
placement by Oxyen 
(b) . In this class the onset is the same as in 
Class A but the benign fluid may become malignant, es- 
pecially If the patient is below par from any inter- 
mittent disease. The temperature rises, becomes hectic 
in type with the concomitant symptoms of hectic Fever 
and the outlook in this class of case is bad. Operat- 
ive treatment Uy excision of part of a rib and drain- 
age holds out little hope. This type may arise from 
infection introduced from without. 
(c) . Here the onset is sudden from caseation or 
ru:ture of an acutely diseased luny; into the neural 
c &vìty. This is always a fatal complication. To re- 
capitulate, Effusions may 
1 . serous 
2. Purulent (a. Benign 
(b. Malignant. 
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THE EFFECTS OF PLEURISY IN PNEUMOTHORAX. 
Just as one has seen wonderfully curative effects 
from Pleurisy with effusion occurring in trie course of 
an ordinary case of Phthisis, so in cases treated V 
Pneum.sithorax the effect may ue very ,00d; in fact it 
is often only after the appearance of fluid that the 
beneficial effects of the Fneu.io trlorax are noted. 
Therefore it cannot entirely be due to the pressure 
that these of :ec is tar {.e place, although no doubt the 
mechanical action flays a great part in a case not 
treated by Pneur%othorax. Trot only does the fluid seem 
to benefit the patient generally, but, as I have said 
before, the F1 eurisy causes a diminution of the rate of 
-absorption of as and therefore by lengthening the in- 
tervals between refills adds greatly to the mental weli- 
being of txie patient. 
There ?must be some serolo ica.l effect of an effus- 
ion as well as mechanical else it would not react so 
beneficially on cases which are already collapsed. 
This view is upheld by the discovery of Specific Anti- 
bodies by li ay er and Von Muralt and reported by them in 
the "Eutrage 3 Klin der T'ucerli 1914". But every case 
of Pleurisy does not have the same beneficial results, 
as the effusion instead of being ushered in by no ex- 
acerbation of trie general symptoms may be heralded by 
an acute pyrexia with its concomitant symptoms and the 
patient's health may receive a serious set -back. This 
set-back may be sufficient to allow the resistance to 
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be so lowered that the other lung which was not en- 
tirely Ebove suspicion at the start, may fl are- up and 
the second state be worse than the first, i.e. before 
the 1'neumothorax mas commenced. Another serious effect 
of Pleurisy is the ultimate effect When one wishes re- 
expansion of the lung to tare place. This may be pre- 
vented or greatly limited by thickening of the Pleura. 
SYMPTOMS OF PLEURISY DURII G PNEUMOTHORAX. 
(1). The effusions may develop insidiously and it is 
only at trie time of refill or during the routine X -ray 
examination of the case that it may be discovered. 
(2) . A succus F ion splash may be noted by the Physician, 
or even Ly the patient. 
(7)). Suppose one were to r- :efill a case at its usual in- 
terval and to find that the pressure had not markedly 
diminished from the finish of the last refill, then one 
would most certainly suspect fluid. 
(4) . In the greatest number of cases some pyrexia and 
pain in the side is complained of. This pain is usually 
situated at the level of tree diaphragm, and ' it occurs in 
the pleural reflection there, but one should always sus- 
pect Pleurisy when pain in the shoulder is complained of. 
The pyrexia may be very slight and fleeting. 
(e) . Vomiting may occur especially in the cases ushered 
in by high fever (102 - 103) and shivering. The acute- 
ness of the onset is no criterion to the amount of ex- 
udate, as only an inch or two of fluid ;:.ay be present 
in these cases. 
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PHYSICAL SIGNS. 
(1) . FRICTION can only occur at the pleural reflect- 
ion, so there may be little evidence of that. 
(2) . RESONANCE is markedly diminished even before the 
presence of fluid can be otherwise demonstrated. When 
the effusion occurs of course dullness is absolute. 
(3) . SUCCUSSICN SPLASH is demonstrable even with in- 
finitesimal amounts of fluid. 
(4) . AUSCULTATION. In an. ordinary Pleurisy with eff- 
usion, breath sounds are absent, but in a case treated 
by Pneumothorax breath sounds are naturally absent or 
diminished by the presence of trie gas. The breath 
sounds may be more audible over the fluid than over 
the gas. Vocal resonance is not much altered. 
(5) . X -RAYS examination is of course the quickest, 
surest and easiest method to diagnose Pleurisy with 
effusion and in this connection it is found that the 
upper level of the fluid shows as a straight horizon- 
tal line, whereas in an ordinary effusion one finds 
the parabolic curve so characteristically presented. 
(6) . DISPLACEflfl T of other organs depends on the pre- 
ssure entirely and may not be markedly different from 
the displacement brought about in the course of treat- 
ment. 
TREATMENT. 
It is extremely difficult to lay down hard and 
fast lines of treatment but my belief is that it should 
,be as conservative as possible. The symptoms must be 
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treated by rest in bed, especially if pyrexia is pree- 
ent. 
The question arises as to aspiration, but I think 
that a simple fluid should be left. Pressure should be 
taken occasionally and more as added is this tends to 
become low enough to prevent efficient collapse. If 
the fluid is causing dyspnoea owing to its pressure on 
the heart or if it is filling the whole pleural cavity 
some of it should be drawn off and replaced by Oxygen. 
In my practice I never withdraw the whole of the fluid. 
Very often in the acute Pleurisy ushered in by fever, 
shivering and malaise the accustomed pleural pressure 
seems to cause discomfort and this discomfort will 
only be relieved by withdrawal of the fluid. The pre- 
ssure in the chest after being relieved by this means 
should be kept at atmospheric level. This may require 
to be done two or three times before the symptoms are 
relieved . 
A more difficult question presents itself in the 
case of purulent effusions and one cannot be so dogmat- 
ic about it but I certainly think that these effusions 
of purely tubercular infection or of mixed infection 
should be treated by aspiration and gas replacement if 
possible rather than by open operation. In the latter 
case a large suppurating cavity is left between the 
lung and the chest wall which it is impossible to 
close. Yy practice is to a pirate all effusions 
/ which become turbid as these will go on to pus format- 
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-ion in the course of time and the pus may become too 
thick to aspirate therefore necessitating a Pleurotomy 
being done. Aspiration and replacement will often 
suffice to cure they patient : In frankly purulent eff- 
usions the same procedure should be adopted, but in 
addition to this lavage of the chest wall may be carr- 
ied out through the aspiration needle and this is es- 
pecially useful in secondarily infected effusions. 
Perhaps at this stage the operation for aspiration 
and replacement of gas might be advantageously describ- 
ed. 
INSTRUMENTS. 
(1) . Pneumothorax Apparatus as before described. 
(2). An Aspirator. 
I always use an ordinary Peta.in ' s Aspirator, but 
omit the trocars, only using a wide -bored aspirating 
needle. I have tried trocars and find them cumber- 
some compared to the ordinary needle. I have found the 
aspirating bottle exhausted by a hand pump much more 
easily and quickly .worked than the method of withdraw- 
al by syphona.ge as practiced by many .- With the patient 
propped up as high as possible; the aspirating needle 
is introduced preferably at the posterior axillary line 
in spaces 9 or 10. A little fluid is withdrawn to the 
bottle to make sure ti.at tie needle is in situ. Tile 
stop -cocks on the bottle are now closed. The Pneumo- 
thorax needle is then introduced and care must be taken 
to do this well above tIle level of trie fluid. The 
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usual manometric fluctuations will be observed .uaen the 
needle has entered the pleural cavity. If the initial 
press,.zre is high some fluid may be drawn off until the 
patient's usual pressure is arrived at, and then it is 
best to maintain that pressure by a simuitaneoud steady 
withdrawal of fluid and admission of gas. This is onay 
possible by the moveable bottle pneumothorax apparatus 
and is a further argument in favour of its use. In the 
fixed bottle apparatus one requires to alternately with 
draw and replace with as and Great variations in the 
manometer readings may be produced. It is also a ted- 
ious method. 
::one of the usual distress occasioned by aspirat- 
ions is noted in tll.e cases which are replaced by gas. 
When tree fluid is withdrawn, as is evidenced by the 
escape of bubbles into the aspirating bottle, the aspir- 
ation needle should be removed and the opening closed 
v ithmollodion and gauze. Before withdrawirit the T neu- 
mothorax needle the pressure should be adjusted so that 
the intra -pleura]. pressure is a little lo,.,er than cus- 
tomary to the patient, to allow for the further devel- 
opment of fluid which will, in all probability, take 
place. Tile peculiar point is that a sr..la l l er quantity 
of as to bring the pressure to the same level is 
always introduced than the amount of fluid withdrawn. 
An accident which may occur after withdrawal of the 
aspiration needle is infection of the track and the 
/development of a cold abscess at that site. I have 
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only seen this in one case when an abscess the size of 
a hazel nut appeared but this caused no distress and 
required no further treatment than protective dressings 
and in the course of a few weeks it disappeared. 
NATURAL PNEUI'i'OTHORAX AS A COMPLIC ATIOF OF ARTIFICIAL 
PNEUTTOTHORAX . 
In my series of cases I have only seen this com- 
plication occur once, nor have I seen it mentioned in 
any literature. I do not classify this complication 
along; with those cases of perforation of the lung which 
is another complication and which resembles in its syr- 
ptomology very closely this accident which I shall des- 
cribe amongst my Cases (E.S. Case No. 4 ). In this 
case the hole evidently closed .immediately causin sym- 
ptoms by a sudden and great rise of pressure - in the 
case of perforation the opening remains patent or val- 
vular causing in the first example fall of pressure and 
in the second a diversity of pressure according to whet- 
her the hole is open or shut. 
REACTIONS 
As a general rule after the initial operation and 
after the first three or four refills there is a febrile 
reaction. The severity and duration of this depends 
greatly on the acuteness of the case operated upon. It 
also depends on the amount of gas introduced, hence the 
necessity of only obtaining a very slight rise of press- 
ure at the initial operation. 
7REATM1\IT. No special treatment is required but delay 
in giving another refill must he observed until the 
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temperature has returned to the ;oint it reached before 
the operation. 
SURGICAL EMPHYSEMA. 
This is a fairly common complication but it need 
give rise to no anxiety as it rapidly clears up with- 
out any untoward symptoms occurring. Indeed its most 
distressing symptom is the anxiety to which it gives 
race: in the patient's mind. It may be due to gross 
carelessness on the operator's part by introducing the 
gas when the needle is not in the pleura at all but 
only in the tissues of the chest. I can recall in the 
early days of pneumothorax one operator doing this at 
an initial operation and in an hour the patient was 
emphysematous all over one side of his body. A small 
escape may take place into the tissues if the track 
does not close up immediately, especially if there is 
much coughing, but this can generally be obviated if 
the skin round the puncture be pinched up before with- 
drawing the needle. No treatment is called for.. 
Deep or media.stinal emphysema is rare but it may 
occur if the as gets under the visceral pleura into 
the lung, from thence it tracks into the mediastinum 
and appears in the neck above the sternum. It causes 
tightness of the chest and distress in breathing. 
Cyanosis may occur but this soon passes off, -. Aronson 
reports one case of surgical emphysema of great sever- 
ity and Which cbusea the Of the -natient. (Tubercle 
,June, 1922) . 
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PERFORATION OF THE LU I G 
This is a rare occurrence luckily and I have only 
seen it once and I have grouped my case under a differ - 
ent heading as it was evidently not a true perforation 
of the lung or at least it closed quickly. Fortanin 
experienced eight cases of nerforatioï in one hundred 
and thirty nine cases. The cause is generally ulcer- 
ation of a cavity or caseous area into the pleural space 
but it may occur in any: incöm Clete Pneumothorax especially 
where cavities are present, violent efforts of the 
patient tearing down a piece of thin-walled lung. 
SYJ1PTC1YS are sudden, violent rain is felt in the side 
and is reflected in vH:irious directions. Tn the case I 
cite the pain was over the aeft half of the abdomen and 
looked extremely like one of the abdominal crises v ith 
rigidity and tenderness there. Vomiting occurred. The 
temperature rapidly rises, often to 104 or 105. Before 
long fluid develops tend dyspnoea and cyanosis will be 
present if the aperture closes but not if it remains 
patent. . Trie only sure diagnostic point is the introduct- 
ion of a needle attached to the manometer when crie of 
the following two conditions will be found. (1) A 
raised pressure (in which case the other organs will be 
displaced to a greater degree than formerly and that 
indicates that the aperture is closed. (2) A lower 
pressure than formerly and this is not affected by the 
intróduetion of gas. If the opening be valvular one 
w /ould e . ec t zig zag movements of the manometer. 
J3. 
PROG1' OSIS is generally very bad, acute infection of the 
pleural cavity may carry off the patient in a few days 
or weeks. If not, a lung fistula persists and the pieu- 
ralfluid is coughed out through that or is drained by 
that channel. Hectic fever persists and the patient 
gradually dies or weakness any may be of amyl oi_d disease. 
Treatment is entirely symptomatic. 
PLEURAL SHOCK. 
This complication I have not met with excel t it a 
very minor degree on two occasiona when it only caused 
a. slight feeling of faintness, pallor and sweating with 
no appreciable lowering of the quality of the pulse. It 
proved transitory and the patient felt all right after 
a draught of water. 
The SI ''I'TUT.FS of PLEURAL SHOCK may be immediate at 
the time of puncture or remote, occurring lb to 20 min- 
utes after, or even an hour. They consist of pallor 
giddiness, pulse becomes irregular and weak. Breath- 
ing becomes shall ow, toxic and clonic spasms occur aff- 
ecting either all the muscles of the limbs or isolated 
muscles. These symptoms may last from a few minutes up 
to a few hours and they may even go on to coma and death. 
Porianini says that the peculiarity of - eleural shock is 
that it tends to reappear at subsequent fillings and 
this may lead to the abandonment of this method of 
treatment. It occures 12 times in 134 of his cases 
-wi.th over 1C.000 fillings. Saugmann denies that pat- 
Tents suffering from the above symptoms are examples of, 
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pleural shock but that these casee are due to embolism. 
he says that in 21C cases he had l6 culcidente, two of 
which proved fatal., and it is noteworthy that 14 out of 
these 16 including the 2 deaths occurred in his early 
exi,erien e of Pneumothorax '.then he adopted the principle 
that it didn't rrl.atter whether he wounded the luny or not. 
Saugman advised that no more than two attempts at find - 
in,. a pleural space be made at the initial. operation. 
Sachs records 26 cases of pleural shock, none fatal, in 
1058 cases. 
PROPHYLAXIS. As mentioned before if omnopon be 
given a half to one hour previous to the initial operat- 
ion and local anaesthetat ion of the trac .c be carefully 
carried out the danger of pleural shocç should be reduc- 
ed to a. minimum. In fact I have not seen any cases of 
recorded in any recent literature. 
TREATY 'TT consists of withdrawal of the needle and 
the application of hot clÖths to the heart :nd the ex- 
hibition of p i t u i t r i n, which should always be kept 
ready on the instrument table. 
GAS EMBOLISM 
The symptomology of this complication is exactly 
sir!.ilar to that of pleural shock and it is a complicat- 
ion which is so very rare that I am not going to des - 
cribe it further except to reiterate the statement that 
tn.w_ stop -cocks allowing the entrance of as from the as 
oottl. e should never be opened until one is satisfied 
th.a.t the needle is in the pleural cavity by the respir- 
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atory fluctuations occurring in the manometer. 
VALUE of X -RAYS in PNEUMOTHORAX TREAT?:T ?T . 
I consider that the use of the X -rays as. a guide 
in Fneumothorax treatment is absolutely essential-. It 
is necessary to have a radiogram of the chest before 
commencing treatment in order firstly to determine the 
state of the 'better' lung as to the presence of disease 
and its extent if present, and secondly to see the con- 
dition of the diseased lung as to cavities or thickened 
pleura so that it may be a help as to selecting the site 
of puncture. After induction it is only the X -rays 
which can tell us the degree of collapse, the regularity 
of collapse and the presence or absence of adhesions or 
bands. X -rays are also necessary in determining the 
optimum time of refills, because the optimum time is 
before clinical symptoms or signs appear. This is best 
shown in screening the chest by the rresence or absence 
of movements of the diaphragm on the colla: sed side and 
also of the lung. Its greatest value is the detection 
of small quantities of fluid. 
I shall deal with the X -ray plates shown in this 
Thesis under the individual cases. 
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CASE No. 1. 
G.G.K. admitted to Sanatorium oridir:al.iy on 5/7/17 
with a. history of sudden haeQpty s i p (2 oz) in May of 
that year while_ training in the Army. The physical 
signs then were dullness, bronchial breathing and muc- 
oid crepitations over the upper lobe of the left lung 
and dullness and a very few crepitations over the apex 
of the right lung. Sputum positive. Pyrexia present. 
After about 14 days in bed he was allowed up and put 
on exercise and by the time he left at the end of Oct- 
ober 1917 he was feeling well and was able to do about 
b miles walking exercise daily. 
He kept well all that Winter but in the early 
Spring of 1918 he had two quite sharp haernoptyses and 
he returned to the Sanatorium on 30/4/1918 with the 
signs much the same as before. Haemoptysis occurred 
about a week after arrival, twice on two succeeding 
days and pyrexia was present. He continued up and 
down all that Summer with. occasional haemoptysis, ex- 
acerbations of pyrexia, increase of cough and sputum 
and the physical signs became worse, some softening 
appearing in the left upper lobe. During the Winter 
1918 - 1919 he was continuously in bed rapidly going 
downhill until May 1919 when Pneumothorax was induced. 
I have not the details of his early progress but coll- 
apse was attained in about 10 days. Eis toxaemia then 
rapidly subsided and he was able to get up on exercise, 
the first time for almost a year. Tieurisy developed 
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about September 1919 with an effusion which gradually 
increased till it practically filled the left pleural 
cavity. In January 1920 it required to be aspirated 
on account of the distress it was causing and 1800 c . ce 
of' fluid were withdrawn and replaced by 1ó00 c .ce of 
1;ïitrogen. No further refill was required after that, 
illustrat: the point of the slow absorption of gas 
after y let7risy . A small amount of fluid still remain- 
ed in the pleural cavity. He left the Sanatorium in 
June 1920 and returned home and we then lost sight of 
him for some time but I have been able to obtain his 
history from June 1920 till he returned to us in Oct- 
ober 1922. I shall l quote his own words:- 
"Left Nordrach June Lived very 
quietly for 2 months. Gradually resumed, more or less, 
normal life. Spent six months on a hen farm and kept 
fairly fit. Left for Glasgow district about April 1921 
Lived a quiet normal life in various Darte of the 
country till about end of December 1921, when I left 
for Switzerland. On arrival at Grinde1 wald went to 
bed with 'flue, wr;.ich developed into pneumonia in my 
'good' lung. Seriously ill. Was blown up about Feb- 
Wasn't necessary, but some gas put in. About middle 
of :'arch 1922 was taken in a stretcher from Gr. indl.ewald 
to Montana. The 3000 ft difference in altitude caused 
pressure to rise to over +21. Gas was taken off till 
pressure was about 4,12 1.14. Great relief from pain. 
Pneumonia gradually cleared off. Great increase of 
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sputum about this time. Pleural cavity well filled 
with fluid. Got fit enough to travel back to Glasgow 
about end of Tay 1922. Exploring. syringe proved sputum 
to be fluid from pleural cavity. Entered Nursing Home 
and had fluid drawn off and replaced by air every few 
days for about a month. Again took pneumonia in my 
'good' lung on 13th Ju] y 1922. Seriously ill. Gradually 
recovered sufficiently to travel to i ordrach in October 
1922. (G.G,K)" . 
He is an extremely intelligent patient and takes 
a great interest in his condition so that we may take it 
that his statement is fairly accurate, but we must 
accept the fact of his coughing up fluid from his ple- 
ural cavity with a little doubt. Of course it is quite 
possible that it was so and I am inclined to believe it 
as his statement i s so clear on the -^o int that, if the 
fluid was withdrawn to a certain l evel and gas intro- 
duced his sputum stopped, or nearly so, and immediately 
the fluid rose again above a certain level he recomm- 
enced having sputum in large quantities. Evidently by 
the time he returned to us in October 1922 the rupture 
in his lung had healed as he had no sign of that sputum 
whilst here and we even injected methylene blue into 
the pleural cavity to see if it would reappear in the 
sputum. 
Another point of interest in his statement is the 
effect of altitude on the intra-pleural pressure. He 
,suffered extreme discomfort and on examination of the 
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! intra- pleural pressure it was found to be about 421. 
Gas required to be drawn off. According to Bernard 
Hudson (Brit. Jour. of Tuberculosis) 2000 c.cs of air 
at Sea-level increase by 80 c.cs for every 1000 ft, and 
Riviere in his book on Pneumothorax treatment states 
that in a full pneumothorax of 3 - 4 litres a rise in 
altitude of from 3250 - 5000 ft. is equivalent to in- 
troducing 400 - 800 c.cs of gas. By that one can see 
,that dangerous pressures may be caused and a patient 
with Pneumothorax should not be sent to high altitudes, 
:without the pressure being suitable adjusted and the 
patient warned to break his journey should signs of 
dyspnoea appear. Patient returned here on 3/10/22, 
when examination was marked of the 
!left chest wall. Crepitation audible over left intra- 
scapular area, fluid to lower angle of scapula, breath - 
sounds practically inaudible all over left chest. Lass- 
itude was marked, cough very troublesome, pyrexia to 100. 
Right chest was clear. On 28/10/22 intra- pleural press- 
ure 45 #15. 31/10/22, pressure 410 +16. Fluid increas4d 
325 c.cs of purulent fluid withdrawn, 400 c.cs of air 
introduced. Final pressure 44 +8. Fluid was found to 
,contain many tubercle bacilli but only a few septic 
organisms. Kept in bed owing .to pyrexia. 
21/11/22. Initial pressure +12 +18, 600 c.cs fluid 
withdrawn, änd pressure 46 +14, 600 c.cs air introduced. 
Fluid still very purmlent. Cough still very trouble- 
some, and sputum copious. After this temperature 
CASE No. 1. 
Skia6ram showing practically flat 1un6 in left side 
and small amount of fluid. Note deposit in right 
lung. 
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tended to come down and patient was able to be up. he 
gradually improved very much and was able to do about 4 
miles a day. 
24/2/23. Initial pressure +8 +12. Fluid withdrawn 500 
c.ce, end pressure +4 +6, air introduced 500 c.cs. Pat- 
ient still up and about, except after refills when there 
was always some reaction. All symptoms better except 
cough and sputum which are still rather troublesome. 
30/5/23. Initial pressure +12 +6. 200 c.cs fluid with- 
drawn. 500 c .c s air introduced. End pressure +1G *14. 
2U 6 3 / /` -8 -4 200 c.cs Air 
4ß 410 No fluid withdrawn. 
Patient felt well, able to do about 5 miles daily 
without toxaemia. Sputum still present but contained 
no T.B., and in all probability was due to a bronchiec- 
tatic condition of the right .lung. he left us for the 
Summer when he led an ordinary life, motoring about all 
over the country. Since leaving he has been refilled 
at intervals of about a month, pressure being round -6 
-2 at the commencement and being brought up to -6 -8 
after about 150 - 200 c.cs gas . 
4/11/23. Re-admitted. Refilled 20/11/23 -3 -3 100 c.cs +10 +14 
27/12/23 -8 -2 
Air 
+16 +20 100 c.cs Air. After this last re- 
fill he had malaise and irregular pyrexia and fluid 
accumulated until 15/1/24 until aspiration and replace- 
ment by gas performed, -0 44 260 c.cs turbid purulent 
+20 +24 
fluid withdrawn, gas introduced quantity unknown. 
I am afraid that lately he has had rather 
61 
a set back, but after a few aspirations and reG: lacements 
I have nD douot that his condition will become as good 
as it was - ef..,re, so he will main be aLile to lead a 
moderately active life and Let some ;Measure oat of it. 
This J ase l,resents several features of interest. 
) . Early deveiofment Df fluid thereby causing e;reat 
increase in tie intervals between refills. 
(2) . It shows the value of l'neumothorax as this patient 
had been ill for two years with agradual increase in 
the ,severity of his symptoms causing him to lead a 
life of acute invalidism which would only have ended in 
death at a sooner or later period. 
(3) . Even though pneumonia on two occasions developed 
in t:¡_e sound lun, recovery took place. - 
(4) . The effect of altitude on pressure. 
(b) . The probability of rupture of the lung with in- 
fection of the pleural fluid, and recovery. 
(6). The correct treatment of l- 'yo- pneurnothorax is by is 
by aspiration and replacement with gas. 
Even v,ith all the complications and set- bacKs 
which this na.t ent has suffered, if this patient re- 
quired to work for _ß:ì.q living he is quite argil. e to do so 
in pry opinion. 
62. 
CASE No.2. (L.h.w.) 
age 34, admitted 8/1/19. 
history. June 1918, infL).enza, not sufficiently 
bad to 'lie, up, but never feat well after it, easily 
tired, commencing cough and sputum in tie morning. 
Began to lose weiht. August, 1918, consulted Special- 
ist in London who diagnosed Yuimonary TlIberculosis, 
sputum -Ilositive. End of August, haemolAysis 2 ozs re- 
peated in small amounts on the four folloing days. 
29/9/18 admitted to 7:inewood Sanatorium, Wokingham. 3 
weeks in bed there with pyrexia. After that was allow- 
ed up on exercise and was doing 5 - 6 miles d-ily till 
admission here. Previous history, ril to note. 7amily 
history: One brother with whom he lived died of tuber- 
cle. Symptoms on admission were; cough morning and 
evening, fair amount of sputum, weight pretty well ujp 
to normal, and otherwise feeling pretty well. No digest- 
ive symptoms. Temperature ranged from 98 a.m to 100.2 
Signs. Loss of exT..ansion over right upper lobe. 
Dullness to R.4 in front and to junction of middle and 
lower third of scapula behind. Bronchial breathing 
over that area and moist sounds both on expiration 
and inspiration over that same area. V.R. increased 
back and front but no si,:ns of cavitation. Tubercle 
bacilli were very nunerous indeed. othing to note in 
left chest but a few crepitations after coughing, in 
interscapular region. 
Trogress. 28,/1/19, haemoptysis ; to 3 02, repeated on 
63. 
three succeeding days, and then off and on till 9/2/19. 
0A/19 rPcurrence of haemoptysis until 26/2/19 sirec 
when see/turn cleared. Temperature now to 100.6 
p.m.. The signs in the left chest were rather less in- 
tense but there was definite evidence of excavation in 
right upper lobe. Patient was kept on typhoid rest 
throlighout Yarch and April with little change in temp- 
erature, but cough and sputum became less (see charts). 
he wag kept on typhoid rest until lb/6/19, although 
temperature was tendin to be a Little ieer there was 
no more bleeding. On 2/7/19 pleurisy developed over 
right lower lobe and there were sonorous rhonchi both 
back and front. Crepitations remained much the same 
but cavity very evident. Cough and sputum increased - 
digestion becoming urset, Pyrexia inereased and our 
only deduction was ncreased activity. 29/7/19, Haemop- 
tyois which recthrred 3,-bout sixteen times up til: 9th 
September. Generally tziese haemoptyses were small but 
one or two were fairly large. 15/8/19, staining stopped 
pyrexia, now raniu as shown in charts. After this, 
improvement set in; pyrexia became less, Eeneral condit- 
ion improved, cough and sfutetm less, sut digestion con- 
tinued to be troublesoele - the bowel muscles becoming 
very atonic and much fermentation taking place in the 
caecum and colon. 1/12/19 symptoms again became more 
marked and on examination at this time there was dis- 
tinct evidence of increased activity ceoin g. on to soft- 
pning in the right lower lobe. Nascent iodine, sodium 
64. 
morrhuate, along with general. Sanatorium treatment had 
all been tried with no success so ir, January 1920 . it 
was decided to attempt an artificial pneumothorax. 
9/1/20 pneumothorax successfully induced 
20 




- 6 -2 200 c.cs 
-12 -7 
4 .2 400 c.cs 
_g 
. $ =2 800 c.cs 
.:7 3 
- 3 40 800 C: . c s 
- 8 -4 
- 2 +0 8.50 c . c s 
Lung completely collapsed, There were very slight re- 
actions but we had a good deal of trouble with the 
flatulence of which he had complained so long. There 
was some diminution in cough but sputum was hardly 
changed in amount. Pyrexia to 1.00.2 p.m. still present. 
Able now to 
Refills 
be up for 3 hours 
continued. 
Cla.ly. 
5/2/20 -6 -3 800 c.cs 
-1 +1 
12/2/20 -8 -2 1100 c.cs 
+2 +4 19/2/20 -8 -4 800 c.:',r. 
+0 k3 
Cough improving and sputum diminishing, digestion very 
much improved. Complete c oll ap se except over cavity in 
7' i ..i t apex. 
3 /3 / 20 
-6 -2 900 c.cs air 
+1 +3 
J.8/3/20 ;6 -2 900 c.cs air . 
+0 +4 
Improvement. Cough and sputum still present but less ; 
probably coming from upper lobe of right lung where 
/collapse was incomplete. No signs of any moisture in 
left lung. 
Refilled. 
/1 "f1 /..y. 
27/4/20 8 -2 925 C . C s air 
+1 y r T V 




1300 c . cs air 
toxaemia but irriproving .generally . 
18/54/20 -10 -0 
' + 0 t2 
4/6/20 -10 -2 
+ t 4 
*1 +3 
900 c.cs air ( doing small 
amount of exercise now) 




Sputum and cough much diminished. X-rays showed coll- 
apsed area in upper lobe to be much smaller, bacilli 
fewer than before. 
-4 +0 500 c.cs IT 15/7/20 +3 +5 2 
2/8/20 
+3 5 
1050 c.cs air 
20/8/20 fi 
3 
1.100 c.cs air. 
il 
For the first time since admis: ion tubercle bacilli 





1125 c.cs air 
6/9/20 left Sanatorium to live in Upper Deeside. There 
he kept very well, 
absent, until some 
increased. 
-4 
no pyrexia, cough and sput-:rn often 
re- expansion took place, -.'v i ! e n it 
+1 
825 , . c s T 
23/9 /2 0 +4 +7 2 





900 e . c s iT2 
9 
_/J -7 ^F 2 
+fl 46 875 c.cs ïd2 
1/a:=,/20 ! -8 +0 
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After this refill a very small amount of fluid devel- 
oped. 
-5 f]. 
U c< c s 2202/20 t 0 +4 í 
1921. Fluid now reached 5th rib in nippy 1 ine . 
2/2/21 -10 -2 500 c.cs 0 
1.1 +5 
2/21 -10 ^ 2/ y,+irj 5t0 c.cs air. 
Since that time patient passed out of our hands 
but I have seen him just recently and he is being re- 
filled at intervals of about 2 months with gradually 
dec rea sing amounts of gas so as tO gradual ] y re- expand 
the lung. One one occasion fluid required to be with- 
drawn and to be replaced with gas, otherwise it Leas 
not required to be interfered with. He has kept well 
during all these years and has been living a fairly 
active life, having done a good deal of travell. ing all 
over the Continent. He has been back to work as a 
Stockbroker, and -plays golf and hunts. 
This was a very successful case of Fneumot icarax 
as this patient was fast ¿oing downhill and no treat- 
ment had any effect. our only regret is that the 
Pneumothorax treatment was not started earlier. In the 
light of our present experience there is no doubt but 
that we would have commenced it at least 6 months 
earl ier than we di.d . That is practical] y the only 
lesson to be learned from it. 
67. 
CASE o . . (R.G.E.) 
P.G.B. , practitioner of Yedicie, a e 28, admitted 
26/31/19. 
HISTORY. August 1915 invalided from France, diagnosed 
debility, off duty till December 191e. May 1916, hae- 
moptysis (2 ozs), tubercle bacilli found in sputum. 
Kept on hone service feeling fairly well until cough 
and sputum developed in November 1918 . when he- did not 
feel quite so well. Boarded and invalided from the 
Service but was able to carry on his work. Tray 1919 
haemopty is (3 ozs), off duty for a week, did rot feel 
1.1 . July recurrence of haemoy.tysis (3 ozs) again 
in bed for a week, occasional pain was noticed over 
right base. lbth. September 3919, further haer opty$ie, 
pyrexia now developed up to 102 p..i . orally, only tvuo 
weeks in red )n(1 again resumed th ty . 2nd Gc t o1 er 1939 
pyrexi8 erd haemoptysis. ryrexia has never abated so 
he was kept in bed till admission here. 
PREVIOUS HISTORY nil to note. 
FAMILY HISTORY nil to note. 
SYLITO1TS . Cough with considerable sputum, pain in 
chest, dy spnoea on exertion, no night sweats (these had 
been present in September) . Loss of about one stoke in 
weight. Pyrexia to 100 
SIGNS, right lung, J. oes of expansion at ri`.rit a.rex ihith 
slight flattening front and back. Dull_.e, to F 3 in 
front and to mid-scapula behind, ,a1. so dullness at, base. 
Breathing, bronchial with cret:i tati on on ordinary 
68. 
breathing over same area; breathing was vera' faint 
over right base. Left lung: with the exception of 
dullness at extre íe apex there were no other signs. 
PROGRESS. 1/12/19. Pleurisy over right base, settled 
down after a day or two, soon to get better and 
not so tired, cough and sputum diminishing. There was 
distinct increase in the signs in tiLe light lower lobe 
however. 24/1/20 still in bed although temperature 
lower; signs much as before, feeling better. March 14th 
allowed up for an hour or two out had pyrexial attack 
next day, temperature going to 102, so put back to bed. 
Developed friction. at right base, allowed up on March 
29th, temperature having settled doirn again. Signs were 
still intense. Only 12 days up when he had tu return to 
bed and was kept there till l 7 tra April. The signs in 
the right lung were much more extensive, crepittion 
being heard practically all over front and back. Left 
lung was clinically sound. 
ARTIFICIAL P1 EUMOTEORAX induced 28th April.., 1920. 
28/4/20 -10 _6 200 c.cs v2 
1, 
- 9 -5 
30 300 c. s 
r7 
, 4i/ 2c - 6 -2 2 
9 -4 
3/5/20 - F -1 500 c.c.s 02 
6/5/20 1 1 600 c.cs O 
- 4 
9/5/20 - 1 l 700 c.cs 02 
--10 -4 
15,/5/20 - 4 +C; 700 c.cs N2 
- 2 +0 
19/b/20 - 3 +4 650 c . c N2 
e -2 
26/5/20 1- 1 t4 900 c.cs Lt2 
10/6/20 -h3 1050 c . s Ng 
!' 
21/C/20 í 1 f 4 925 c.cs Tit 
69. 
By now there was good collapse of the lower lobe, but 
none over the upper lobe. Digestion was very trouble- 
some and patient had no appetite. Able to go for about 
2 miles daily with no toxaemia. The indigestion was 
probably caused by pressure on trie liver and other ab- 














625 c . c e 1T2 
800 c . c s T'`, 
Crepitations still heard over uncollarsF-d portion of 
lung. T .r . still present in srt?tur. . Toxaemia nil. 




800 c . c ti Air 
80Ü c.cs Air 
Digestion nr ch better. T.Bs not so numerous. Still 
crepitations over upper lobe. 
26/8/20 -6 
t3 










900 c .cs No 
t7 800 Tïr. 
+8 500 c . c s 
+8 1000 c.cs Air 
-2 
+6 900 c.cs Air 
No tubercle bacilli found after concentration. 
24/11/20 -7 -0 
t3 +7 1200 c.cs Air. 
After this refill he left Sanatorium as sputum had 
been negative on three occasions during the previous 
month. He went to Speyside where he carried on treat- 
70. 
ment, returninL for refills. He was refilled, cetting 
an average of 600 c . c s Ur, the end pressure being about 
44#1C. Complete corse did not take place. He kept 
very well and there was no return of bacilli in the 
-sputum. He kept well all 1921 except towards the end 
when digestion became very troublesome and he was advis- 
ed to undergo obeervation at Duff House, there the con 
dition was diagnosed as attributb] e to Tuberculosis and 
to the treatment by pneumothorax pressing on and displac- 
ing the abdominal viscera. As time wert on the air sr.ac e 
in the pleura gradually became smeller, due to the growth 
of adhesions, so that a very much higher pressure was re- 
corded with mailer quantities of gas. 
+ì1 97 :roo c.ca N 2 and this 
refill was typical of those :.mrrediate].y preceeding and 
succeçd in,; it. 
31/1r, / ti1 -. `, +l r. 
+ /1,i1 6 F tJ 45° c. c s N 
2 ev en in i 
that short interval space had been lessened but he was 
advised to carry on Fneumothorax as long as possible. 
After being at Duff House, patient carried on treatment 
é?t home, returning every three seeks or so for refills, 
and kept well. In April 1922 he wert to SAitzerland 
and became AssistantL'MÉ.d&cral Officer to a Sanatorium 
there and he has remained there since. 
October 1922 he writes: - "I think I may s =alY I am dis' _ .:. 
ti.nctiy better although I have not put on much or any 
,,weight and there is still a little sputum. I have ben 
my refills at intervals or 3 - 4 weeks and 
Skiarm taken immediately before refill: 
pressure -4 
Skiagram taken immediately after refill: 
pressure +2G. 400 cc s gas. 
71. 
always with the pressure relations much as you left me" 
April _31.d he writes:- "I feel very fit. I was recent- 
ly X -rayed before and after a 'blow -up' and send you the 
pictures (see photo. Yo . 3 ) . This refill was after an 
interval unattended of about seven weks and I took only 
400 c.cs, pressure 44 #20, the cavity present being very 
small and it is doubtful whether a refill can be having 
much effect on me now". 
21st January 1924, he writes:- "I am still having refills 
The cavity is apparently contracting slowly. I take 
about 450 c . cs at about +10 every three or four weeks. 
Sputum is not all gone but is 'bug- fre, -t and T can do 
quite a good day' s work. I can only run up one fl iht 
of stairs in comfort, but one can't expect to do more 
at this altitude" 
We have in tlis case an example of a long-standing 
elovvi.yLpr4.gressiveiease of Tuberculosis. It went on for 
nearly 4 years with hardly any symptoms but it passed in 
1919 into a sub -acute phase which did not react well to 
Sanatorium treatment - in fact toxaemia was present 
after 4 months re t in Led and the signs became more ex- 
tensive and intense. Progress was d '1 e. E-d by the 
ma,l- nutritiòn'.of'the pat.ien_t , and by his ex ingiy 
poor digestion. In fact this complication nearly proved 
his undoing. After 'ven months' treatr .e,,.t by Pneu.moth- 
o ra , a.i. t our, p,-: one pat- 
ient 
, r,..i 
1 r.e vg anl obtained, this 
was sufficiently recovered to leave the Sanatorium 
and to carry on treatment at nis home, leading a moder- 
r 
72. . 
ately active life. Two years after commencing treatment 
patient was able to resume the practice of his profess - 
ion and has been able to carry on since, a result we 
could hardly have hoped for under ordinary methods. He 
had done some special pathological work and one or two 
locum tenancies in 1921 and early 1922. A point of in -i 
teres t in tais case was the gradual lessening of trie 
pneumothorax cavity. I don't remember seeing or hearing 
of a similar case. I can't see that much benefit can 
now be gained by continuing his Pneumothorax so long ex- 
cept for comfort as it is often noticed that on i! thdravl- 
i.ng the Pneumothorax that the patient complains of rain 




M.E.S. aet 23, admitted 1Tovem1í er 6th, 1920. 
IREVIOT ?S HISTORY. Haemoptys i s in January 1920 - half 
pint coughed up. Seen by Doctor who found nothing. She 
started training as a Nurse in. February 1920 and had a 
slight haemopty s i s (luring the first month but kept Un 
working. July 1920 cough started after another haemop- 
tysis and has persisted ever since, emaciation gradually 
increasing. In October marked pyrexia developed, nig:it 
sweats and greatly increased cough and sputum. Gave up 
nursing about middle of October. Advised to core here 
and was admitted on N ovember 6th. She has family hist- 
ory of two brothers dying of TUbercUl.oeis. 
C?T AD"ISSION she was about 17 lbs under weight, cough 
very troublesome and a tare :e amount of sputum. Dysprioea 
was present on the slightest exertion, and night sweats 
were also present, For temperature and pulse -rate see 
charts. patient was rut on typhoid rest but had contin- 
ued fever. She gained a lot of weiget. 
CODITIOTa OF CHEST ON ADMISSIGI'r . Left lung. Flattening 
and deficient movement, dullness to percussion to R 4. 
in front and to lower angle of scapula behind. Fine and 
medium crepitations all over this area of dullness with 
c cn sol itg ;.t:i on of a pex in front and be t .eCC Right 1, 1.ßr1 ; , 
Dullness at apex in front a_d behind with a few fine 
post-tussive crepitations, especially above the clavicle 
and at the root behind. This side settled down in a 
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Pneumothorax was quiescent. 
January, 1921. Artificial Pneumothorax decided on 
as after three months treatment there was very little 
improvement in the toxicity, but unfortunately she de- 
veloped acute pleurisy and it was decided to postpone it 
till that settled down. Pneumothorax was induced on 
4th March 1921 and a sJ..i.ce easily found. First i11in6 
was of 200 c.cs Oxygen. Initial pressure -16 -8, -12-4 
no reaction. 
6/3/21.- 14 -8, 250 c.cs 0 - 12 _n S1 ;.ght delayed re- 
-action. 
15/3,/21 - 18 w 3 3b0 c.cs 0 2 
18/3/21 - 10 --4 50o c.cs 0 
- 6 -0 2 
Temperature remained up after these two refills at 102 
showing no signs of coming dawn. 
22,/3/21 _ 1g --2 450 c.cs 00 
--1 ti 
Fall of about a degree a day or two after this. 
29/3/21 - 12 -3 
- 4 -0 550 c.cs Air. 
Reaction lasting 5 days after this. 
5/4/21 lQ 
-; 600 c » c s Air Y 
Temierature did not rise after this. 
12/4/21 : :1? 
LOGO c.cs Air. No reaction. 
18/4/21 - 10 - 1 
- 3- 4 800 c.cs Air 
Sharp reaction but over next day. 
22/4/21. In the early hours of the morning patient 
reached over the bed for something and felt a sharp 
sudden pain in the left side radiating to the left 
shoulder and she vomited. On examination she was mar- 
kedly dyspnoeic, pulse was very weak and she looked 
distressed. There was and tenderness and rigid -'' 
ity over practically the whole left half of the abdomen 
tut the rieart was not displaced further to the right 
75. 
than it had been formerly. It looked extremely like an 
abdominal crisis and one had to consider that possibility 
as the siens were mostly abdominal . Chest signs were 
Libout the same as before, nothing definite to be made 
out . However, a provisional diagnosis of spontaneous 
ao h-tc.. 
Pneumothorax and a needle introduced and the diagnosis /' 
was confirmed by a marked rise in pressure +14 1.16 and 
800 c .cg air were drawn off, Leaving the pressure at-4 
-4, with marked relief of the symptoms practically im- 
ediately. Temperature rose to 102 on the follow in mor- 
ning and was 105 that night, but oe;yond the discomfort 
clue to the high temperature, the patient was really 
very comfortable ar,d the pain much less. 
27/4/21- Temperature still remained nigh and pat- 
ient had a haemorrhage (about 200 c . cs), fluid develop- 
ed tc about lower angle of scapula, and after this temp- 
erature gradual. l y fell and she was able to get up on 3rd 
June. 
9/6/21. Refill -2 t2 200 c.cs s 0 showing that t5 +7 2 
after that time had elapsed there had been very little 
absorption of gas and the intra -pleural pressure was 
well maintained on account of the cl eurisy . Temperature 
now remained normal., or nearly so, cough and sputum were 
practically nil, but fluid incr:: aced to almost spine of 
scapula. Patient nevertheless felt well and left the 
Sanatorium on rovember 1st. She continued to be very 
well and was able to do 6 - 8 miles exercise daily, but. 
in February 1922 developed an ordinary catarrhal cold 
r 
76 
with py rexia which kept her in bed. 
20/2/23. Developed pleurisy of right base with 
nigh fever; fluid gradually appeared and 70 czs Here 
imrnedia.tely drawn off on account of the respiratory em- 
barr. absent . Cough was very trouol esome . 
2/3/23. Feadmitted to Sanatorium and was kept in 
bed till. about 16/4/23 when the temperature had gradual- 
ly come down to normal . She left the Sanatorium on 4th 
June 1923. At the time of ] ea.virì there was marked fl. at - 
tenint° of her left chest, a few crepit.- tions at the apex, 
breath - sounds absent all over the lower lobe. A few 
crepitaations were a] so present in the right inter -vert- 
ibral red ion, but expansion was pretty fair there. 
24/11/23. She reported to me her further progress 
as follow " Since leaving the Sanatorium in June 1923 
I have never looked back. I have made steady progress. 
Weight on arriving home 8 stone 4 its. Last Spring and. 
Summer I lost a 1. ittle and at present I weigh. 9 stone 
;.8k lbs, have had no cough, sputum nor temperature, and 
I have had no more refills, t.Y-le last being given by you 
in June 1921. About two weeks ago Z was examined by Dr. 
Turkington of e1 f st and told me that my b ft lung 
was quite col ]apsed and quite dry. He was very well 
pleased with my progress. The adhesions caused me a 
good deal of pain but I haven't any pain now - it seems 
to have gone. I am feeling splendid, leadipg a simrle 
life and am busy every day housekeeping. I am aul e to 
o as much almost, if not altogether, as I did prior to 
77. 
my illness. I haven't been able to keep up my regular 
rest -hours, gut I take a rest in the afternoon whenever 
possible". 
This case Droved a very interesting and exceptional 
oneand an extremely difficult one to interpret. I have 
never in all the literature on Artificial Pneumothorax 
seen a siri.] er case quoted in which a rupture occurred 
and evidently c] used up again. immediately as had evid- 
ently happened in this case. But there it was and must 
be regarded as a Possibility and it future one must ex- 
clude that condition of spontaneous Pneumothorax before 
arriving at a conclusion. Its diagnosis from an acute 
abdominal condition was extremely difficult. It is an 
extraordinary fact benefit from tie Pneurroth- 
ora.xoda.s only evidenced after that acute flare up and 
when the fluid developed. 
Another interesting complication was the acute 
Pleuri: y with effusion develoDinL on the other side, 
which is else exceptional, at least I have never seen it 
nor h; ve I seen it recorded. Luc.t'i].y it did not recur 
h Paracen:tesis and tide 'good! luny; had not beer 
suff i c 1 e tly nor l o F no ugY compressed to prF rFeet its 
complete or nearly c orripl ete re- expansion, so that it 
was able to carry on its functions. Immediate aspirat- 
ion was the only chence of life in this case and on the 
slightest return of fluid it would have had to be immed- 
lately repeated. 
Another interesting fact in this case is the weight 
78. 
on admission she was 56.600 kilogrammes (8 stone 2 31)s) 
and after 12 weeks sue was 67.800 - gain 31 Kilos or 
about 24 lbs. She kept round about that weight, but 
after the pneumot iorax st!3rted, in 7 weeks she Jost 
about 36 ibs, being aniy 60.000 kilos then, and after 
her spontanecous rneu mothorax &I LE, Jost a further 3.3 
kilos (another 7 lbs) so that she was within a few oun- 
ces cf her on inai weight when all signs of toxaemia 
had disappeared. That is a very usual thing in Pneuro- 
thorax and must be expected, but I do not think I have 
seer a case which has shown this so well.. 
79. 
CASE No. 5 
G. McIJ. aet 18. Admitted lb/9/19, with a history 
of an attack of influenza at Xmas 1918 and a cough which 
had persisted since then. ilaemoptysis May 1919, re- 
curred three times, the largest being about a teacupful. 
Ü11 admission sole pyrexia, cough, and dyspnoea on 
the slightest exertion, and sloe was emaciated. right 
sweats i. ere present. 
On examination tine right lung was found to be ex- 
tensively gurling medium crepittioná being 
made out on coughing at the extreme apex of the left 
A 
lung. The temperature on admission was running between 
37 and 38 C. and this continued with no abatement. 
Tulse was sometimes over min- 
ute. Cough was troublesome, sputum copious, and the 
patient was gradually losing weight . Trven although she 
was kept in be none of these symptoms abated so Artif- 
ic,i a1 Pneumothorax was induced on 10/1.2,/1.9. I: y the end 
of December right lung was collapsed, symptoms gradually 
early 
abating, till in, /January temperature was normal, pulse 
rate lecrea.sed, cough and sputum nearly nil. She was 
allowed up and-gradually - iven exercise. UrL ortuna, tely 
in March 1920 some activity recomrneneed in the left 
lung and we had to go very slowly with her exercise and 
also with the pressures in the right lung. She did not 
show any sign of toxaemia from the left lung until Nov- 
ember 1920, when he had a definite attack of pleurisy 
at the left base with slight pyrexia to 37.6 C., and she 
80. 
was kept in bed. 7-everthe1ess her collapse was kept up. 
and these signs abated and she was again put on exercise. 
She left the Sanatorium in April 1921 with a complete 
collapse of the ri6ilt 3u.1.1, a few post tu$sive crepitat- 
ions at the root of the left lung and able to do feom 6. 
to 7 miles daily with,iut induc.i_ng any signs of toxaemia. 
She continued Pneumothorax ?t hoele beinL filled every 
month or five weeks, the pressure being brought to about 
+1 +4 each time and requiring anything from 8O to 1000 
c.ce of Air. Her Pneumothorax was discontinued in. Sept- 
ember 1922, but from January 1922 her refilTh had been 
getting gradually smaller and smaller and the intervals 
Éradually longer and longer so that the colipase could 
be steadily withdrawn and recommended if any untoward 
happenings occurred. In her own words:- "After finish- 
ing with it I began to feel ever so much. better and 
stronger in every way and Put Dn a Jot of weiL;ht and 
have now (.Dvember 1923) returned to a normal life, 
though careful. I take walking exercise and ride and 
now and again a little dancing .e:hich does me no end of 
Lood as we do occasional sprees in the Capital". 
(1eedless to say, she is Irish) . "During the expansion 
process I had a sort of 'stretchy' pain a few times at 
the top of my lung, but it never lasted lonL and I 
didn't bother about it'.! . In SeptFymbe:r 1922, her last 
she had what I imagine to have been an embolism, 
probebly due to the wounding of the almost distended 
lung. She describefi her symptoms as 7o11ows :- "As soon 
as the needle was well in my arm went numb and I went 
81. 
into a dead faint from which it took them half an hour's 
work to bring me round. It was the first of e series of 
faints lasting all that arterrioon and night. In between 
t i,: es I was delirious and had rigors. They expected me 
to peg out at any moment . From the f oll.owing morning I 
began to improve but had a pretty thin time for the 
next forty eight hours, especially at night, raging head - 
acs, e, eyes queer (seeing double and tree e) deadly sick 
delirious now and again". A pretty - l is tur e of 
as emool i s7n . 
Trie points to be gained from that case are. 
(7) . It was a clinically practically ideal case for 
Artificial Pneumothorax -- the X -ray photograph slioing 
rractical y no disease in the left lung, however, acute 
disease developed there and retarded the progress of the 
collapse very much. At one time in late 1920 it was 
sufficiently grave to make us consider tae question as 
to whether it would not be advisable to stop the Fneum_o- 
th.ora,x. 
!), . Even with these misadventure9 I consider iit a, very 
successful case a?id it showed an almost dramatic cessat- 
ion of symptoms of toxaemia within a month. I feel con- 
vinced that if trie process had been allowed to o on, 
the prognosis, both on account of her age and the extent 
of her disease would have been very grave and that co -. 
ilappse gave her her only chance. 
(3) . The wouncìt_; of the lung in trie process of re- expan- 
fion and the causation of as embolism teaches us to be 
82. 
very careE'ul of our punctures at that stage. I have no 
-rlollbt that it was a true case of as embolism from her 
description. 
Picture showing completely collapsed right lung, 
83. 
CABE OF R.L.T. No. 6 
R,T. . T. age 23, admitted 19/8/20 
March 1919 cough started but was not treated and it 
carried on till he had in December 1919 a haemorrhage o f 
acout one Dint. l' .13. dia;giosed. In bed six werks at 
morne and then transferred to Foster Green Sanatorium, 
where he was 4 months in bed; he was then transferred 
here. 
On admission. There was flattening of the right 
Ting over the upper lobe with di_ ninisied expansion. 
Dullness extended to nipple line in front and to infer 
for angle of scapula behind. There were numerous fine 
crepitations all over that same area back and front 
with bronchial breathing and incréased vocal resonance. 
Cough and sputum were present, the latter containing 
numerous tubercle bacilli. After a few days in bed he 
was allowed up to rest outside. September 6th he had al 
rise of temperature to 104, with about 80 c . c s haemorr- 
1 
hage, which was repeated daily in small amounts for about 
a week. Temperature gradually came down till in about 
1.0 days it was runnin from 99 - 100, and remained at 
that level for about six weeks during which time he was 
kept in bed. Ye was allowed up and gradually put on ex- 
ercise, but temperature never became satisfactory. he 
had frequent slight exacerbations necessitating his re- 
turn to bed for a few days at a time and it was decided 
to treat him by Artificial Pneumothorax. At this stege 
the signs in the chest were much the same, o rl y there 
was distinct evidence of cavitation in the right upper 
lobe behind. Tfarch 5th 1921 Pneumothorax was attempted 
unsuccessfully. Acute pleurisy developed so had to wait 










Mar eh 14th 7 -3 
- 9 -4 
March 17th ^ 5 2 
-10 -4 
_. rch 21st - 
o -J 
-10 -4 
! arch 25th - 8 -0 
There was no reaction 
300 C.Cs 









800 c.cs iv 
2 
after these refills but temp- 
erature was still running between 98 and 99.6 so he was, 
kept in bed although he was feeling much better. There 
was ;ood collapse of the lung except at extreme apex 
where crepita,tion could still be made out. 
April 2nd _ 6p 700 c. c s N2 
April 9th t 1i -4 800 c. c s N 
- 
Apr 16th - á 1050 c.cs N2 
April 25th 1 E ;1 
600 . g 1 r 
-. 
S , , .Jv .. . 
2 May ..:C'( 
- s3 ..0 
May 17th -f2 650 c . o s N 2 
After tille re f.i11. on 9th April he was allowed up 
and gradually given exercise till at the end of this 
period he was doing about miles daily . Coub.1 and 
sputum were both one and collapse was complete r;xc ept 
at extreme af ex. 
ay 3r!th 
- -2 
f 3+ 900 C. C9 D2 
Jane 4th t, t4 1000 c;. c s rr2 





w b r 





13 900 c.c5 N2 
- 4 -0 
- +2 8UU c.c, r 
Feel. inE well, doing about 7 miles, no symptoms 
Apex still not collapsed, but no sins of :repitati on . 
Away for six weeks for a change or surroundings. 
September 2nd - 
10 
1000 c.c.'s Air 
- 9 -3 September 26th_ 2 10 5Ü c.cs Air. 
Now doin6 7 to 8 miles plus putting golf and 
October 10th -4 -2 
-0 +4 800 c. os Air 
October 26tia _ 1050 c.cs Air rfi 
_8 -1 
N o v emb e r 11th 1000 c. c s Air 
Patient was refilled at intervals from 16 to 
20 days and keep continuously well all ``;inter, doing 
very fair amount of exercise. He left on 28th April 
1922 to proceed to another Sanatorium, there to contin- 
ue his Artificial Pneumothorax and to commence some 
occupational training. 
This also is a somewhat 17)lair-siJ ink,: case, but it 
is one which teaches us this lesson, that where there 
is a very elastic mediastinum one cannot push trie press- 
ure of the refills as much as one would lie. 
January 1924. Extract from letter. 
1 °I finished with treatment 14 months ago 
keeping quite well, and am leading an ordinary 
life, having returned to work" ... . . 
86. 
CASE 0 F MISS B. h o. 7 
M B., female, age 21. Admitted July 25th, 1920 
HISTORY. February 1920, pharyngitis and recurrent; 
colds. June 23rd, 1920, tiaemo -ptysis, about teacupful 
Tubercul osos diagnosed and received here. 
FAMILY HISTc 7:Y . Paternal Grandfather and Aunt died 
of Phthisis. 1 Sister died of Phthisis. 
ON ADMISSION she had a slight cough with sputum in 
which tubercle bacilli were found. Pyrexia to 100 á rr, . 
SIGNS. Dullness and loss of expansion all over 
left side with crepitations practically all over. 
After a few days in bed temperature settled and she was 
allowed up and gradually put un exercise. her sins 
and symptoms improved and she Gained 10 1bs in weight 
within 3 months. She had a small haemoptysis at the 
end of October and temperature became irregular so she 
was off and on in bed for about six weeks and cough and 
sputum increased. Again she improved and was put on t 
exercise. February 1921 signs increased, with cough, 
sputum and lassitude. Temperature was very variable 
running between 97.4 to 99.4 - occasionally 100. A 
few creritations were now audible at the right a.yex 
behind. Fever increased to nearly 1-01 so she was agaii . 
-eut to 'strict bed', and nvti allowed to to etc. o b., t.:  .tii  4, 
but was sponged in bed. There were distinct sins uf 
.;a.vitati,)n in left upp4r lobe. May 1.921. Haemos-tysis, 
Pyrexia, si jis in ciiest few and. st,ltionary. Jul, S 
,1921. Cavitation, back and front of left a-pex, signs 
CASE No. 7. 
Skiagrarn ta.4en on admission 
Sliagram taken before treatment. Note increasing 
disease in both lungs - chiefly in left. 
87. 
intense on left side, crepitations being audible pract- 
ically all over back and front both on expiration and 
inspiration. 
July 18th 1921. Artificial 
without success. 
-14 -8 
19. rl 21 - b -2 
-14 -10 -I0 - 0 2Ì . 7. 21 
-14 -;0 
27. 7. 21 -10 -. 
-15 -1 0 
29. '7 . 21 - 6- 2 
-11 - 8 
4. 21 - 8 - 0 
-14 - 
9. 8. 21 - v - U 
-12 - 4 
18. 8. 21 - 6 - 2 
Cough and sputxm much less, cab] e 
p reu,n otn.o rax attemped 
3 00 ccs 02 
s il are re- 
( actior. ncreas: cough 
400 c.cs and sputum.) 
Es00 c.cs 02 
7U0 c . c s 02 
420 c.cs 
600 c.cs 02 
5{J0 .cs J 
2 
to be up a few hours. 
Temperature varied from 98 to 99. 
ed. Left lung well collapsed. 
2 27. 8. 21 4 500 
n ú -1.6 
7. 9. 21 6- 0 6()0 
-13 -1.0 
1. r3 . 9. 21 _ 4 f 1 400 
-10 - 2 
29. 9. 21 - 2 f 2 200 
lI ediastinum displac'- 
c. c s Air 
c.:;s Air 
c . c s Air 
c.cs Air 
on September 19th she had a reaction .,f temperat- 
ure but no symptoms . Tvidently some p1 eurisy must have 
been present as fluid developed during this time as 
evidenced by the pressure at the next refill. 7otice 
how laickl.y a psi tive pressure was attained at tr.Le re- 
fill on 29th with a small quantity of Air. The presence 
of fluid aas confirmed by X-rays. On the 29th a Sher 
reaction occurred and lasted till October 11th, since 
when temlierature became normal. Bed during this time. 1. 
 
t,.4S. Na. 7, 
Lune collapsed. Increasing shadow in right lun6 - 
probably congestive. 
f.. ` tú 
Left lung collapsed. '. - ,RItv of upper lobe of righ 
lung4, absolute now: probable cavitation there. 
88. 
Unfortunately now 9iEns became more evident in rigLit 
chest. T'o refilling was ¿iven till 
23/11/21 -10 20 
410 4 9 300 o.cs Air 
Fluid was now to angle of scapula. Activity recommen- 
ced on left side due to adhesions having formed and 
preventinE collapse. However, she became fairly well 
and was able to rho away for a month as she had become 
rather nervy. on return on ?5/1/22 f1 uid was found in 
a thin layer to R 3 in front. I say advisedly ' a 
thin layer' as there was only moderate displacement 
the heart and creritaticans were able to be made out 
faintly all over left chest. Right chest /.3-.Q. 
Pyrexia again present. 
29,/1/22 Tapped and 250 c.cs fluid withdrawn 
-40 -36 
t14 +16 600 c.cs Air introduced. 
-26 .. 1 
(n .)te tie high nege 
) 
ative press 
15/2/22 - 0 15 200 s Air 
-10 -22 





+ 14 300 c.cs Air 
Fair collapse of lower lobe obtained but not of apex 
13/3/22 -28 8 - 8 +15 300 c.cs Air 
27/3/22 -10 - 0 
1 8 416 250 c.cs Air 
Pyrexia still present to 100 p.n. Activity progressive 
in right chest; larynx also becoming affected. 
27/4/22 -15 - 7 
t 4+ 6 170 c.cs Air 
fyrexia lower. Patient allowed up a little to encour- 
age her as she was very nervy. Disease in right chest 
advancing. 
-18 - 8 
15/5/22 + 8 414 
25/5/22 { ó -; 8 
200 c.cs Air 
500 c.cs Air 
89. 
Left lung collapsed but excavation had commenced in 
the right lung. She had severe reactions after each of 
these refills so we had to give up hope and desist from 
refilling. She left us soon after to return home Where 
she died early in July. 
I have gone into the progress of 'this case in de- 
tail as it is very interesting and teaches a good deal. 
(1) . We missed our best chance by not doing Artificial 
Pneumothorax sooner as there were no signs in the ri :;ht 
lung when admitted. If I had this case over again I 
should have given patient a month's rest in bed and AA,_ 
induced Artificial Pneumothorax. 
(2) . Although g I do not advocate withdrawal of f2uid in 
every case, I think that in this case it should have 
been done and replaced 0 ith gas. "Qy this means one 
could have had a more uniform and known pressure so as 
not to seriously incommode the Food lung which was show- 
ing signs of commencing activity. In future I shall 
always advocate withdrawal of fluid when it gets to the 
level of the inferior angle of trie teapula.4n.a. oases 
where there is definite commencing disease of tie other 
lung. 
(3) . By not withdrawing the fluid we allowed adhesions 
to form at the apex of the left lung (the site of the 
most active disease) . We were not able to induce cuff- 
iciently high pressures to break them down as it would, 
have caused more strain on the good lung and hastened 
,he end. Perhaps if we had taken our courage in loth 
90. 
hands and done so at first it i 'Iit have been better 
as then the main focus of infection would have been 
shut off and thus lessened the toxaemia and the acute- 
ness of the s2re d in tole other lung - at least she 
would have been able to cope with it better. 
(4) . This case shows typically the low pressures re- 
oistered with fluid a td tige quickness it an be brought 
up oy a smal1 quantity of gas. 
(5) . We did try to c ol.1 arse the left lung completely 
in m arch 1922 but I am afraid our policy was adort ed 
try) late. 
(6) . I have a feeling that more could have been done 
with tris case, but it is an extremely instructive one. 
/There were a 7. of of adverse conditions to be fought 
against. The proznosis Nasn't &ood from the start on 
account of her age and family history, the acuteness of 
the disease and her evident low resistance. Her ten T)- 
erament was also much against her. 
91 . 
CASE ùF R.J. No.8. 
R . C. age 2 4, admitted 7th April 1920 
HISTORY. March 1919, Influenza with broncho- pi':eu- 
monia. April 1919 demobilised and returned to home 
in Glasgow, after two months there tie still felt rather 
'seedy' and cough and sputum returned. 
July 1919. Tuberculosis diagnosed, sputum positive. 
October 1919. Admitted to Sanatorium in West of 
Scotland, suffering from pyrexia, night sweats, loss of 
strength and weight. Cough and sputum much aggravated. 
In this month had haemoptysis twice. Great improvement 
oy residence there ald was able in December to do 4 
miles daily . 
January, 1920. Relased. Pyrexia present a ci 
pulse rate accelerated. Sliht improvement auain set 
in. 
Aril 1920 admitted here. 
Nothing to note in personal or family history. 
On admission. Cough and sputum. present, also pyr- 
exia Wh±L rl lasted about a week, but otherwise few symp- 
toms. 
Signs. There was flattening; and deficient expan- 
sion of right chest with dullness to nipple in front 
and practically to base behind. Crepitations after 
coughing were present over the same area and there was 
definite excavation in the ri6ht upper lobe back and 
front. There were a few post - tussive crepitations in 
left lung behind in the inter-vertebral re ;ion. 
92. 
Progress. After ten dys in bed was allowed up 
but after two c.. ::.ys read a rigor at iii(i -day and exacer- 
bation of temperature. Kept in bed for a week. 
June 1y20. Improvement in extent of signs, but 
still intense, .:n-toxic, on short exercise, temperat- 
ure 99, gained 6 1ós weight. 
July 1920. Intensity and extent of signs increased 
Toxaemia on slightest exertion; bed again. As the pat - 
inet had had practical.l.y eight months, treatment on 
beneral Sanatorium lines with no improvement it was e- 
I 
j cided to treat him by Artificial 
induced on 16th August 1920. 
August. 16th -12 -15 
- 8 -14 
" 16th 
-19-_4 
- - 7 -4 
` J th 
- 7 -3 
1l -7 
" 23rd - 7 -4 
26th - 6 -21 
-13 -9 
" 30th - 4 -0 
- 6 -9 
Sept. 4th - 3 f2 
Pneumothorax, was 






1000 " Air. 
There were -no temperature reactions. Lung only partially 
collapsed at this time - still adherent over upper lobe. 
Cough and slut ;m were less and he said he felt better. 
Sept. 11th #2 1300 c.cs 
" 18th - 
3 +3 550 " - 
2bth - 7 
_3 
r 0 44 750 " 
_0 
Oct 2nd . 2 +5 750 " 
-:-o signs of activity to be detected. To pyrexia 
/collapse more complete. 
93. 
October 9th - o 
n ,20th 
Nov. 3 r d 
- U -t 
- f) -5 
600 c.cs -} 2 +5 
600 " 4 3 f7 
900 " -r- 3 *6 
Great improvement in suns and symptoms. 
Nov. 26th - 0 b00 N- 
2 
8 -2 
- 4 44 5Ù0 " 142 
No physical suns beyond that of Pneumothorax 
Dec. lbth 
J any . 7th - y -4 
- 34 3 600 ;: ..; F_: T, 
27th -10 -6 2 
- 2 *6 300 
Some re- expansion took place between these two refills, 
with exacerbation of symptoms, showing that disease 
was not quiescent. 
Feby 10th - 2 -8 
- 4 44 520 c.cs N 
`) -9 2 
- 0 18 700 c.cs Air 
Keel ino very 1,4 -1 1 and on about 2: mil es exert i de . Part 
asily di placed with refills. 
Pneurnotic)rax was continued at about 16 day intervals 
about the same pressures being observed. Signs became 
noticeable ,Jeer right upper lobe and also increased 
slightly in left lung, but there was no systemic dis- 
turbance. 
If 
Progress continued satisfact.;ry till Auus t 1921 
when he devel o.,ed fluid in ri h t ,,;hest with j yreia, 
indigestion and general malaise. 
October 1921. Fluid increased, indigestion much 
more troublesome and 1. o sing weight rapidly. 
ï"ovember 29th, 1 400 c.cs fluid swarminE with tub-i 
ercl e bacilli drawn off and replaced by gas 1.625, ee s 
94. 
-bringing the pressure to +4 ti.Q, sharp reaction to 102 
followed. Distinct improvement after this but there 
was definite increase in amount of adhesion so that on 
refilling pressure was quickly brought up by small 
amount of gas. 
Jany. 4th, 1922. - --'j 
*10 -}l'7 100 c.cs 
Fluid increased but it was allowed to remain as it 
effectively collapsed lung. There were no systemic 
symptoms and patient felt very iruch better. Tubercle 
bacilli absent. 
May 1922. Gain of 12 los in Uweig,;t during last 4 
months. T.B. absent. General condition very Good. 
Chest full of fluid. 
May 11th 950 c s fluid \ ithdr vvn -22 -1e3 
950 " Air introduced t 2 t 8 
Slight auto-inoculation. Fluid full of tubercle bacilli. 
July 1st 1920. Patient left the Sanatorium. 
Further progress. Continuing' pneumothorax, 100 
1 200 c.cs, high final pressures. Fluid Lone. Fairly 
well but not fit for work. No systemic disturbance so 
long as un low exercise. Digestion great bugbear. 
The after history of this case has not been a great 
success. he still requires refills every 3 - 4 wee s 
taking l5G - 2ú;:; c.cs air which brings his pressure to 
a very rlib l level. His digestion proves the treat eue,- 
pear to his progress. He writes to say that he feels 
2Ne11 and keeps well so long as Le does not du very much 
95. 
exercise, but he has never been fit for work since 
1 eavin6 the Sanatorium. He has not required 1,0 be in 
bed at all. His chest contains no fluid and tubercle 
bacilli are still absent from the sputum. 
96. 
CASE OF MISS M. 1 o . 9. 
E.A.M. age 31, admitted 25/1C/21 with a history 
dating back to 1912. 
1912. Slight haemoptysis. Tubercle bacilli 
found in sputum. tTnderwent six months treatment in a 
Hospital and convalesce in Isle of Wight for ten months. 
Returned to Hospital *here she was training as a Nurse 
and finished her training, keepin very well till, 
1914 when she care on to the Staff here. After tern 
months work she broke down and was six months under 
treatment here. 191b -1916 -1917 nursing special cases. 
1918 - 1920 Sister here. P,esigned then owing, to 
i11- health. Treated at Midhur ̂t 1920 to March 1921. 
Was treated there by Pneumothorax but this was stopped 
after four injections as activity was found in the 
bettcr 1 urL . Then went to a Sanatorium in Scotland from 
March 194'1 ti11 admission here in October of the same 
year. 
No history of any pr^-.-ious illnesses. 
history of no importance. 
ramil.y 
i 
On admission left side was found to be extensiveik 
diseased with a lax e cavity in tl.e upper lobe and crei w 
i itations all over on exrirati oY and ir..spiration back ail(' 
front. There were a few crepitations in tie inter- sc;i 
ular region of tile ri ht lung behind. 
Symptoms were, troublesome cough, copious sputum, 
marked dyspnoea, slight degree of pyrexia with rapid 
,)u1 se . She was kept in bed till Peuruuary l922 with no 
97. 
improvement in t he signs and only slight' in rovement 
in the symptoms, so we again decided to attempt pneu- 
mothorax although we feared that the previous attempt 
might l -)ve jeopardised her chances. Howevrr, it proved 
successful. 
Fe 13. 25th, 1922 _4 f2 , 325 c.cs 02 
" 27th " ;1 400 c.cs 02 
Mar. 3rd. 
;i2 18 
400 c.cs o 
These pressures taken in conjunction with the small 
quantities of gas able to be introduced showed us that 
only a sma,11 cavity was present and that we would only 
be able to eet a partid] Pneumothorax, however, we per- 
severed and the lower lobe was collapsed. 
-1G -1 
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n .. U 1. .12 . 
-F. -2 
", _25th fi2 -f6 









Apl . 4th 
3b0 c.cs 
c.cs 4..0 c., O, 
500 c.cs 02 
400 c.ce 02 
450 c.cs 02 
400 c.cÇ Cr, 
400 c.c Air 
300 r . c F! Air, 
Patient was now getting up and out and felt 'getter, 
cough and sputum were lessened. On examination breath 
sounds were absent over trie lower lobe of the left lung 
but the moisture was áti] 1 intense over the upper lobe 
both in front and behind . 
Apl. 8th 1922 -6 -0 
1-12 414 400 c.cs Air 
" 20th " -3 
1-12 +16 300 c.cs Ai r 
98. 
Apl. 29th, 3.922 
'Ay 11. tYi 
23rd 
It 










Uu c , c Ú Air 
250 c.cs Air 
550 c.cs Air 
225 c.cs Air 
During this period the area of collapse was becoming 
1 n.r:er and the signs in the uperF_r 1 obe thereby much 
diminished. Cough and sputum les, but stil] lassitude. 
Now d o i n,; 3 to 4 miles e _x f> x- c i9 e da: i l y. Refills conti-- 
tied to be i ver; about f, or 9 d-.y intervals to try to 
keep u,; a _;ood Iressure so as to undermine the adhesions. 
Unfortunately in July 1922 siL,ns began to appear in hsr 
right l.ung a élin and the symptoms becoming a.,:,gr?4vci.te6 . 
the refills were discontinued from 2.2th July ti].1. 4th 
August 1922 when she had a very smal]. one:- 
Aub 4th 1922 -4 -2 
45 +7 l00 c.cs Air. 
She was kept at rest during this time 
Au;, 23r,., 2922 412 414 250 c. c e Air were 
given and refills continued at about 7- 9 days' inter- 
vals but the patient was kept largely at rest until 1 1: 
November 1922 when she was given exercise again. In 
January ] 923 symptoms again became marked even with re- 
f i] 1 inE, so she was rut back to bed aztd was kept there 
unti.]. 26th April. Durir` this time she was refilled 
every ten d,yq or so with about 200 - 300 c.cs of Air, 
tue r.r. ecure up to +20 f22. So her story g o e s 
on till the ;resent day out she has not recluire:3 to be 
kept in bed from April 1923 and has been able riu.rin6 
,this time to do up to 5 miles a day. At the present 
99. 
moment she feels well if she is kept on about that 
amount of exercise, Lut if given more becomes very 
tired. 
This case is a very good example of what we find 
in Farti-iJ Pneumothorax. The patient ,is only eele to 
take small mounts of gas but can stand the pressure 
being brought up to a high positive one. I have often 
di-brought her pressure to 426 +28 with no si -ns of 
comfort and no suns of displacement of the mediastinum. 
When we got her as a patient the or-tirnum tie for success- 
, 
ful Pneumothorax treatment had been missed. However, 
there is no doubt that, even at that late stage, she 
was benefited greatly by having a Partial rneumothorax 
done, as her left 1 ung was very extensively involved 
and very acutely progressive. 
The . mental factor played a great part in hindering 
her more successful progress as she is not well endow- 
ed with this world's &goods, and T am afraid that dread 
of her future (if Fee.e ,,mere not quite fit to work for 
her l ivi; ` has made her tend to exag,erage her symptoms. 
I am quite sure if there had not been that factor pres- 
ent, she would have done much better and that that im- 
provement would have been admitted quite 12 to 18 months 
ago. Even o'i th that factor -resent she has had to 
admit she is much better now but will not admit it suff- 
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Rase quote Chart No.19b. 
Copyright. JOHN BALE, SONS 
& OANIELSSON, Ltd., 83.91, Great Titchfield Stref 
CASE 0F H.S.LW. No. 10 
Ii . S.L. W. was admitted to t.i_e Sanatorium un lbth 
June 1920 with a nistory dating back to the previous 
Summer when he complained of lassisude, but he attrib- 
uted that to overwork. In r ovember 1919 had pyrexial 
attack and when temperature came down he 7,erit to Swit- 
zerland for a holiday. There he had exacerbation of 
temperature and had to stay in bed. Hoarseness devel- 
oped. He had various exacerbations in the Spring of 
1920 and was finally recoms ended to come here. 
on admission definite the physical signs showed l  mit
acute disease over the right upper lobe and at the bas 
of the same lung behind. The larynx showed definite it 
filtration but no ulceration. After about 10 days in 
bed, the temperature having; settled, he was allowed up 
and put on gradual exercise till e was doing about 7 
miles a day. After about 2 months exacerbation ocourr 
ed and he was 14 days in bed, then two weeks up on mild 
exercise and then again bed for nine weeks with irreg- 
ular pyrexia. After bein. up for about three weeks he 
developed an isc iio- rectal abscess, requiring oreration. 
He was on rest for 3.3 weeks after that, temperature still 
remaining at 100 or over at night. His weight kept up 
but he was feelinç; ill. After this long spell of treat- 
ment mi. to no amelioration of signs nor symptoms - in 
fact trey had become aggravated - it was decided to try 
Artificial Pneumothorax although it was doubtful if a 
space would be found, as there had oeen several attacs 
101, 
of pleL_arisy durinL his residence. However, it was 
successful at tie first attempt on 7th March 1.921. 
March 7th -1. 2 -8 
- 
_2 200 c.c.s U. 
is 9th - 8 -4 
(_- 
- 7 -0 300 
it 12th _lü -6 
" 
After tlìese three refills temperature drop Jed to over 
99 before which it ciad been running about 101 for some 
time. 
larch 16th -1 -4 3b0 c. cs 0. 
20th -12 -3 
- 7 -0 600 " N, 
1,,''tF,.,r this re:'iZ 7 exaoerba.tion of temperature probably 
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Temperature had remained satisfactory till after tiie re- 
fill on 27th April w.en it rose to 101 and he had symp- 
toms of pleurisy. On May 4th the temperature rose to 
103 - 104 and remained between 102 and 103 for over a 
week and gradually fell by lysis in ákß ûut three weeks. 
Fluid meanwhile had developed and was keeping up tree 
col ].apse. It became troublesome and the heart and liver 
were disT:'1. aced and dyspnoea rretty marked so pressure 
vas to en aï- d found to be 44 -1 0, 600 c.cs of "quid were 
,withdrawn and 300 c.es 0 given, 1eavin : a pressure of 
2 
102. 
-0 ±6 . ReEto tion Collowecl to 102.6 but subsided again 
ir a day or two. 
aune 19th 1921. Again tightness developed so 700 
c . c s fluid withdrawn and no gas given as pressure was 
satisfactory. 1 o reaction followed and temperature re- 
mained steady and patient expressed the opinion that he 
,.ad not felt better for months. Fluid was now up to the 
inferior angle of scapula with as above and compression 
of the lung 'ryas satisfactory, so, as no untoward symptoms 
arose it was left at that and patient made steady pro- 
? 
gress and was able to do a certain amount of exercise. 
He left the Sanatorium on 6th September 1921. He then 
returned on 13th October 1921 and was found to be in the 
sage satisfactory condition - lug still well collapsed 
by fluid and tie throat lìealed.o tubercle bacilli in 
sputum. Le left the Sanatorium on April 1922 . able to do 
6 -- 7 miles walking exercise daily and feeling very well, 
except for some shortness of breath. Progress was un- 
interrupted and rle was leading practically a normal life 
until. April 28th 1923 while playing golf he got wet 
through and temperature shot up to 104 and it remained 
up for several weeks, the patient showing few symptoms 
except malaise. There were no symptoms which would 
point to a pulmonary condition, except a slow and grad- 
ual displacement of the heart to about *" beyond its 
previous site ,end also a slow but distinct pushing down 
of the liver dullness and liver border. When one reinem- 
bees that t hese organs were already not in t Heir usual 
103. 
place, one can re-lise the difficulties prese.iteu in 
making a definite diagnosis. An ex1d1 ora cory syringe 
was introduc ed ad some wizite turoid fluid vJi l,hdrawn, 
taus clinching the diagnosis of loyo-pneumothorax. To 
X -rays when he was screened before leavi-r-:g the Sanator- 
ium the right chest was entirely black and one thought 
that it was due to thickened pleura and not to fluid, 
but I am convinced now that the right chest had been 
fu] 1 of fluid from the time of his pleurisy in 3921 
and that t he nature of the fluid was gradually changing 
and becoming more and more purulent until as an after 
effect of the severe chill the patient's resistance 
absolutely broke down and an acute ,yo- thorax was set up. 
of fluid was performed on three occasions 
with gradual lowering of tige temperature. 
June 1923. Temperature again became high and he 
looked hectic. Fluid withdrawn on two occasions ihith 
not much relief of symptoms - on the third occasion it 
became too thick to be withdrawn by aspiration so he 
was operated upon and a rib resected. At the operation 
the lung was seen to be collapsed and hardly moving, but 
the pleura was studded with t-o.bercles all over. 
The after history of this case is tree usual one of 
continued hectic fever, gradually increasing myocarditis 
but since Christmas things have taken a turn for the 
1)etter arid temperature is much lower, only going to 
between 99 and 100 each evening. Discharge is much less 
and general condition r_iuc l oetter. He had several tittles 
104 . 
been at death's dour since his operation in July. The 
large cavity in his chest will probably go on discharg- 
ing for the rest of nis life unless his general condit- 
ion improves sufficiently to allow an Eslander c r_ erati.:n 
being done, i.e. resection of all the ribs and suuseq- 
uent falling in of t.le chest wall on collapsed luny. 
Pneumothorax in this case certainly saved this 
patient's life in 1921 and gave him nearly two years 
of a happy practically normal existence. Unfortunate- 
ly he developed the pyo-- pneumothorax in 1923 and the 
extraordinary thing 4b out it was the suddenness of its 
onset as he had no symptoms of any gradual malaise or 
lassitude before. rerhaps the sudden onset o-`' 
pneumothorax would never have developed if we had re- 
c ognised that the opacity to the X -rays had been diag- 
nosed as fluid instead of thickened n1.eura and the fluid 
had been drawn off. But his excellent health rather 
tempted us to let well alone. 
Anot1ier unfortunate thin was the fact t 1 at aspir- 
ation was no longer 7 :ra.cti.cable after July - the fluid 
seemed to become coagulated. 
105. 
CASE OP MISS M.M. No. 11 
M.M. admitted 115/22, age 23, Nurse. 
HISTORY. May 1920, riaemoptyeis. Lived in country for 
four months afterwards witL 1 itt1 e or no improvement, 
was tb.en sent to a Sanatorium for six months and im- 
proved . 
In 1 ovember 1921 patient came here as I;ur se and 
in the following month had severe haemorrb.ae. Treated 
here. for six weeks and then sent to lodgings in the 
ViJ J age. As she was obvious]y not making progress she 
was re admitted here on 1st ?Tay 1922 for Fneumothorax. 
Nil to not 2 in .)revi ous history or family history. 
On admission there was fJ -attening with Joss of expan- 
sion on the left side, and dullness to u b in front 
and to inferior a ngle of scapula behind with fine crep- 
itations ever practically the sar_r:e area. On the ri ht 
side tLere were a few post tussive crepitations at the 
apex behind. Cough and sputum and pyrexia to 100 p.m. 
were pres,,:nt . Pneumothorax induced. 
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By the sixth refill collarse was complete. She had no 
reactions after refills, but for a day or two cough and 
sputum was increased. She was allowed up by the end of 
Tay and her exercise was increased gradually till wen 
he left On mc)-vember eth she was doing: about 6 miles a 
day. On leaving here srLe entered. another Sanatorium 
as (lispenser nurse and she has been on duty since,beirg 
refilled about every 3 weeks and she 11,?,,s had no further 
trouble and feels very well. 
We gave very small refilas and did not bring the 
pressure to a high level in this case as she had a very 
easily dier,laced mealiastinum and it caused some collapse 
¡of the 1_7ood' lunL, and also a good deal of dyspnoea if 
the pressure was brought too high. 
This is a perfectly plain stright-forward case, 
but it shJws the benefit of pneumothorax in hastening 
the cure ix?- :re "rilo required to earn her living. She 
had a trial for six months of ordinary Sanatorium 
methods with littae or nu improvement in the physical 
_signs or symptons, yet with Fneumothorax treatment she 
107 
was able t o return to fu7. ] work w i try in a further six 
months . Of course s:le was _''ortuna.te in securing a 
very suitable lost as she could there live under favour- 
able conditions and continue her Pneumothor aax treatment. 
108 
CASE OF it.S. No 12 
R.S. aye 16e, admitted 12,3,/21 -viJ i tie followin: 
history. 
January 1921 consulted Doctor about cough, fast ric 
disturbance and hoarseness of voice which had been pre- 
sent for nearly two months and had gradually got worse. 
He also suffered from increasing lassitude. 
February 1921 sputum became worse and on examin- 
ation was round Positive to tubercle bacillus. During 
this month pyrexia developed, normal in the morning but 
up to 101 at night (oral) . No history of any previous 
chest trouble. One sister died of Tuberculosis in 1918. 
On admission. Dullness was noted to R 4 in front 
of tie left chest and to the inferior angle of the scap- 
ula behind with crepita.tions after coughing practically 
over the sarre area. On the r ielit lung there were a few 
1,ost tussive crel)itations over rios 2.3.4 in the mammary 
line, out no dullness. There was dullness in that chest 
to the junction of middle and lower third of the scap- 
ula but no crepitati ons . Throat showed general pall- 
or, epiglottis was infantile in tyre. Both true and 
false cords Nere congested and the true cords showed an 
indefinite ragged inner. margin. 
This case was diagnosed as one of bilateral u1 - 
monary Tuberculosis of a catarrhal tyre, the more acute 
being in the left Lung, cords definitely f -r'ected, tox- 
aemia of moderate degree. PrOaf051s was juarded on 
account of the extent of trie disease, age of the patient 
109. 
and the fact of nis larynx being involved, also on 
account of the short duration of the disease. he was 
treated by typhoid rest and absolute silence till 8th 
June 1921 when he was allowed to sit up. Pyrexia had 
come down to 99.6 p.m. but tree physical signs were much 
as before, in fact at this time there was evidence of 
caseation under tae left clavicle. On 18th July ]921 . 
he was allowed up and by August was allowed on exercise 
which was gradually extended. Ty this time he h.td gain- 
ed 32 lbs in 7eight. By December he was doing about 8 
miles a day without any signs of toxaemia. Xmas 1921 
he was el ]owed to ¿o home for a holiday and he developed 
a 'cold/. he returned to the Sanatorium on January 4th 
and had a sharp attack: of pyrexia 102 with increased 
cough and sputum and slight dysjhagia. Temperature 
came down to 99.4 in two days but continued at that J. eve]. . 
There was distinct intensity in the signs in to left 
Chest: he lost about 7i- lbs in weight in 3 to 4 weeks. 
Pulse -rate was accentuated so that there was no doubt we 
dealing with an acute or sub -acute exacerbation. He was 
kept in bed till early in Trarch - after being up a week 
on short walks he developed left sided pleurisy with 
pyrexia to 10].. it settled down in about a' week to 100 
but then he had two or three rather sharp stainings of 
¿putum. There was no abaternent of toxaemia by Tay 9th 
and the signs in the left chest were again becoming more. 
; 
intense. The few cr,_ ; itations in tree right lung which 
Were present on admis ion showed very little change all 
C'ac R S íZo 
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through his treatment out they had never become worse 
so Artificial Pneumothorax was decided on. The larynx 
was still involved but ratier more quiescent. Ar ï,ific- 
ial Pneumothorax induced on 25th Tray 1.922. 
May 25th -10-6 
- 8 -4 250 c.cs 02 reaction to 101.6 
" 28th -11-i for one day. - 450 II to 99.6 
' 31 t -].1 
-5 
6 -4 500 if 
-1n -2 
June 3rd . 7 -2 600 Il 
" 6th -1.1- 
-5 
7 -1 7G0 n 
'I 10th -- 1 -4.. 800 il 
By this time the lung was half collapsed, cough and 
sputum much 1 ess, pyrexia gone. He was now allowed up. 
June! 15th -17 -7 
- -2 1000 c . c s Air 
, 20th ;r1.0 -6 
3 950 +, 
" 28th -6 -2 
-G -4 800 









Now doing about 5 mile, daily with no signs of toxaemia 
Sept 8th -6 -3 
-c+9, 11.0oC.cs Air 
;' 30th -- -3 
-24.2 1.200 
He 1 eft the Sana.toriam 7/10/22. 8/1/23 he returned or 
exan-i i nation, still. kert Te7.1 ..nd refills had been done 
about every 3 weeks to the same pressures as indicated. 
Jany 1st 1923 --12V -3 
+ 4+2 950 c.cs Air 
,3/b /23 Returned for examination. Everything was found 
satisfactory, and patient was living practically a 
normal life. 13/723. Still satisf.:tictory4 by this 
time a small quantity of fluid had developed. since 
he ìaas been working on a farm and by me 1 have a 
letter dated December 10th 1923 in which he says:- 
" I have refilled every 3 weeks with quantities varying 
from 500 to 700 c . cs and kept very fit till CXhristeas 
1922 ';hen I came up to you to be refilled. At that 
time you found my lung consir3erably expanded so that 
when T returned the amount of my refills went ui to 
1000 c.cs with a maximum pressure of about plats 4: the 
previous interval remaining the seine. Dmring L anua:rj 
and 't'ebruary 1923 I did not fEeel very fit . ï kept e 
t ra::L..; 7,.:,t;i..ee of about 100 to 103 .=.rc_ Yied a. 
cough, eut ,ey tree end of Pebruary I started to Dick up. 
Since 
, 1923 the lenethening of the interval 
the refills gradually increased and sins,e then it has 
one from 3 weeks up to 7 During the whole time I 
have kept in tip top health. During the Sumleer holidays 
I rode and fished and played c r zci<et, and I have ridden 
H y motor bicycle many thousands of miles, doing three 
trips each of over 1000 miles. In September I came here 
to aearn farming and stock breeding. I an keeping awfully 
fit and I think this life wi ll suit me down to the ground. 
I only Mope I shall be a.bl.e to keep it up." 
I have quoted this case rather in extenso, as I 
think it is rather an intereetin exams' e of what so 
often happens to our Sanatorium cases. The patient comes 
112. 
ire irJit}j acute disease and after several weeks or months 
in be the disease settles down and he is able to be or 
exercise . Some slight iritercurrent affection occurs 
1, ß.tÌ its sliht lcyxering of bodily resistance, and the 
resuJ t is that the disease l.i ;hts up and continues as a 
very acute exacerbation with probably fatal results. 
0r, E,s in tales case, may continue as a sub -acute exacer- 
bation which necessitates rest in bed for months, and 
with tree outlook of invalidism for tree rest of the pat- 
ient's life, and it is only the induction of Pneumothoa.- 
ax which prevented this same sequel in this ratient's 
case . Also I quoted in detail, as it is a typical of 
what one might exr-_ct from Pneumothorax treatment in a 
plain sailing cace as tLis proved to be. Gradual in- 
crease of pressures and intervals of refills, with a 
gradual coli.ppse of the lung and lesseiaing of toxic 
symptoms. It snows also how t :e smaiJ.. amount of dis- 
ease in tole better luny is no deterrent and that tais 
tends to clear. up. Tubercular laxynitiç, as in this 
case also is no contra. -indication. I quote from a lett- 
er from his Doctor dated 20/9/22 : 
"I hesitated sending this patient to you as I was afraid 
'rie was too far advanced for Sanatorium treat .ent " 
113. 
CASE OF E.G.W. No. 13 
E.G.W. age 28th admitted 22nd Warcli. 1921. 
HISTORY, dated back to June 1920, when he had in- 
creasing lassitude, expectoration but no cough. 
Early December 1920, felt vague pv.ixis in both 
chests, but ca.rri ed. on till Christmas, when pains 0e_- 
cflr e rsuch worse and he felt very ill. Consulted Doctor 
who diagnosed pleurisy. , After a week in bed and a 
fortr.ight's convalescence in Bournemouth he was advised 
to go to Switzerland where he went in for all the gaities 
to be found there. February 1921. Returned to England 
and 2 days later developed very severe pain in left 
shoulder, worse than ever before. Sputum examined for 
first time and found positive. Advised Sanatorium treat 
ment. 
DYEILI= HI`'TOP.Y. T?othing of note. 11J V . HI ,.i 1 . .0
F &MIT" HISTORY. Bad. Mother, chronic irvalir fror: 
Tuberculosis. One brother died in 1 -1 f17c_,m Tubercul- 
osis whilst another brother hLee erent the last 14 years 
in Sanatoria. 
FERSÙITAL HISTORY, also was against him, as he had 
1. ived a very gay life in London. 
On admission Cough was present Vr±tíi varying amounts 
of e pectora.tion. Pyrexia was present, lassituue was 
easily induced. There was loss of vFi. ,ht and his digest- 
ion was easily upset. Crepitations were present in 
both upper lobes back and front. Consolidation was not 
very marked. The signs showed that it was probably a 
spread outwards fr om the Hilus. After adnission he was 
114. 
only ten days in bed, as he wms temperamentally very 
restless and it was dif ̀ 'icu.lt to rn 1:e him understand 
the advisability of rest. May 6th 1921. Attack of 
rleurjsy on ].eft sidle:, put back to bed, digestion, 
troublesome, general malaise present, no marked pyrexia. 
June 1 3th 1921. Attack of pleurisy wid.esrread on right 
sirle temperature rose to 103.6 which gradually fell by 
iysis. The physical signs at this stage were not much 
more marked than on admission, excel-t that there was 
marked loss of expansion on the left side with very 
weak breath sounds. His temperature remained very 
variable ranging between 97.6 a.m. and 99.6 p.m. The 
digestion lA ,s very troublesome, cough and sputum in- 
creased and ]. ae s i tude marked. Au us t 1922, . although 
temperature was not quite settled, he was allowed up 
again as he was `ettin...g very restless in bed. .=y Oct- 
ober he was on exercise to about 2 miles a day. ??ov- 
ember 6th 1921 recurrence of left sided pleurisy with 
pyrexia necessitating bed. At this time he develor_'ed 
a subacute prostatitis, from an old gon.norheal infection 
and as this might be a source of secondary infection 
tendinE. to keep up the temperature he was sent to Edin- 
burgh for treatment of this complication. During his 
stay there he had a definite attack of left sided pleur- 
isy with high temperatures, night sweats, increased 
cough with staining of sputum and general malaise. He 
returned here on 10th December iookin; very ill. He 
picked up again and ww is able to be on short exercise 
1st Fe bruary 1Y2 return of pyrexia and left sided 
pleurisy. 177th February signs in tl.Le left lung were 
now much more intense and there was definite evidence 
of breaking down of the left lower lobe with moist 
creritations, bronchial breathing and dull note on 
percuon. Pyrexia present. He was kept in `bed with 
the sins getting gradually worse, so Artificial rneu- 
mothorax was decided upon and successfully induced on 
18th March 1922. 
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Three weeks after pneumothorax Arils induced patient 
CASE 13. 
X-ray showing almost complete collapse. 
116. 
showed few or no signs of Toxaemia, cough practically 
gone, sputum almost nil and he felt better than he had 
done for years . There were no untoward events and no 
reactions after the refills. he left ther. torium on 
26th May to live " outside and returned periodically for 
refills. After the refill on July 20th patient cau g4lt! 
a chill, had vague chest pains and a slightly higher 
temperature than usual (up to 99 p.m.) and on examinat- 
ion a slight amount of fluid was detected in the left 
costo- diathr_agrratic angle. This toxaemia cleared up 
after a 1. ittle rest. 
Aug. 5th -2 -4 2 . 625 c.cs Air 
22nd -4 -0 
43 45 450 s 
Fluid increased reaching to about 1" from the inferior 
anc,1 e of the scapula. 
-4 -1 
Sept 15th 1.4 +.6 400 c.cs Air 
He left the district at this time almost able to do 
6 miles a day and feeling very well. Fluid still pres- 
ent but causing no inconvenience. He returned to his 
work as an Accountant in London in October 1922 and hag 
remained at it ever since, being refilled at intervals 
of about five weeks. I saw him aain in August 1923 and 
he continued to feel well and there was no sign of any 
activity; in either lung. There was still about 2" of 
fluid at the left base. The interesting points about 
this case are: - 
(1) Althol. bi 1 et eral at the start the right 
side settled down under ordinary treatment and the acute 
117. 
advance localised itself to the left lower lobe. 
(2) . That after repeated definite attacks of pleur- 
icy a free space was found and complete collapse was 
able to be attained - one felt rather doubtful about it 
but no difficulty was experienced. 
( 3) The dramatic cessation of symptoms in a very 
short space of time after collapse: an industrial pat- 
ient who miht have been the mainstay of his family 
could havF been able to return to moderati,ly 
heavy v:ori{ within three months of the ; nduca.tion of 
Pneumothorax. 
(4) . EvidP-r:t1 y this r.atiPnt's resistance was of 
the l owe st deL-.ree as the s1.ightest atternrt to czive hirn 
exercise ended in an exacerbation of the diSr':=ìse . 
( b). That al though to my know] edge this patient i ti 
1 ea,d1,ng a most unphysi.ol oc,:ical existence from a corisuali..;- 
tive t s point uf view, it seems to do him l.ittl e or no 
harm so l on v as his l.u7îL is collapsed. 
118. 
CASE OF J.B.P. No. 14 
J.B.P. age 25. Admitted 31st October 1921. 
HISTORY. 1919. invalided from Army on account of 
wounds. Had nine operations to leg with general aneas- 
thetic each time. October 1919, took up work in a 
Bank in London. June 1920 - April 1921 at home in Fife 
suffering from debility ( ?). August 1921, cough devel- 
oped, consulted Doctor who diagnosed T.B. and advised 
Sanatorium treatment. October 1921 admitted here. 
PREVIjüS HISTORY. Nil to note except severe gun - 
shot wounds of left thigh damaging sciatic nerve. 
FAMILY HISTORY. Nil. 
On admission patient looked ill, nutrition poor, 
cyanosis marked, cough troublesome but sputum of small 
amount. light sweats were present. 
Examination of Chest. Right lung. 7arked loss of 
expansion tnd dullness to nipple in front and practically 
all over behind. Medium crepitations to nipple in front 
and to inferior angle of scapula behind. Cavitation in 
upper lobe front and back. Left lung. Dullness over 
upper lobe front and back with crepitations on coughing 
over same area. There was very little pyrexia present 
but pulse rate was accelerated. On account of extent 
and intensity of signs and mal- nutrition patient was 
kept in bed. 
January 16th 1922 allowed up for a few hours. By 
this time signs had cleared in left chest and were 
materially better on right. He had gained about 8 lbs 
iin weight and felt much better. During February and 
CASE Yo. 14. 
, 
'T-T7s 
Skia.gram taken before induction of Pneumotrlcrax. 
Ring indicates left side. 
X -rati, showing incomplete collapse. Notice adhesion 
in centre of lung pulling tongue- shaped process out 
Apex not collapsed. 
TA arch he wE.,s U.p practically continuously with occasional . 
spells in bed due to exacerbations of temperature. On 
they whole temperature kept fairly normal but he again 
started to lose weight, cough and sputum became increas- 
ed and he wasn't quite so well as he was on getting up. 
The signs in the right chest were much the same and there 
had been no recrudescence in the left. 
ray 1922. Cnndi Lion much the same. General con- 
dition poor and any attempt to push exercise only caused 
increased toxaemia. Pneumothorax treatment was decided 
on as he had been over six Tionl,Ls under general treat- 
ment without improvement . 
r. 
TT ay 30th 1922 -1 -8 
4' -30 -V u'j .,.CS 02 
This was followed by a magked -.'re ìction.-of temperature, 
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deali-ng with a fairly modera.te]..y sized 
apEce s the pressures went up quickly with not much gas. 
Signs had disappeared from right lung which Was about 
two thirds col] apsed. 7o bollripse, over the cavity. 




July 5 th 
Yon-toxic now. 
-G 400 
-8 -3 700 





July 14th -6 -2 500 c.cs Air -1 =3 
Patient now doing about 2 miles in the morning and the 
earie in the afternoon and was feeling distinctly better. 
Tubercle bacilli absent from sputum for the first time. 
July 20th. Developed pyrexia with Vague pains 
over right lurid; - small amount of fluid developed. Te.rip,- 
erature remained up for nearly a fortnight. August l2th 
nevrly a month hp?d elapsed since last refill due to pyr- 
exia rind pleurisy. 
Aue. 12th 
T3 t6 300 c.cs Air. Dote 
the higher pressures on entering, clue to the presence of 
f1L?id, andthe small amount of gas required to bring y 
s iure to a iï ositi.ve one. 1 







:, . c s Air 
200 ss 
Doing; 5 to 6 miles daily. Fluid much increased; about 
inferior angle of scapula. Adhesions had formed at lev- 
el of root of lung and extended to chest wall. See 





T 8 413 
-18 -]2 -
f 8 +1.0 
-14 -6 
-0 +8 
:t o c.ce Air 
500 
250 if 
did not feel quite so rit, digestion troubl eso)'"e, 
pyrexia easily :induced, cough and sputum more. I think 
this was due to the collapse of the right lung not beinE 
so good owing to the above- mentioned adhesion. 
-16 -8 
Dec. 7th + 4 f6 260 c.cs Air 
-1-4 -10 
16th f 8 .10 220 
-10 -4 30th r10 i-12 210 
vlv.id absorbing. 
121 . 
Jany. 13th, 1923 -10 -4 
+10 1(.12 250 c.cs Air 
rr 31st rr -1G -4 *12 rt14 250 
Condition not at all satisfactory.. Back to bed aLain. 
Temperature always unsettled and digestion troublesome, 
due probably to bad collapse of right lung; also there 
were a few signs appearing in. tr:_e left lunTz behind and- 
both testicles became infected. 
Feby. 23rd -10 mc' 
- G tD_ 2;.0 c.cs Air 
15th -12 -4 *, ,.. ar . t2 t6 200 
Acute reacti.pn to 10J- E, which continued for three to 
four days. Ayc_ .; 1 l923 bot'l ep i;idyr:^es removed. Caséat-+ 
ion had taken -lace, and pyrexi9 continued to a l. ight 
degree after his return from operation, although wound 
healed by first intention. very troublesome. 
Tain and tendernessover riL-;:ht iliac fosna. - probable in- 
fection of abdominal glands. 
April 18th t2 -0 jTo as Liven 
Tray 29th -. -2 
41C 1,l4 125 c.cs Air 
Temperature still up with the same abdominal, symptoms. 
June 26th -12 -6- 
410 +12 210 c.cs Air 
Fluid : :rea ter in amount. August 1923 patient began to 
feel a little better - no further refills - abdominal 
pain and tenderness tending to settle down. Able to be 
up again. 
_ 
=y September he was able to do 3 miles daily. 
-16 -8 
Seit. 14th 41.0 t14 375 c.cs Air 
his improvement continued all through October and rovem- 
bpr. i 
:D e c err ; e r30th. -18 -72 




he kept well till January 19th of this year when 
temperature rose so refila given on : - 
Jany, 21st 1924 -14 -8 
t.12 414 150 c.ce Air 
Temperature settled rather better after this and he 
was able to be up again. 
Feby 19th -12 -6 
t3o +32 2U0 c.cs. 
Temperature since then has remained high, digestion 
again has become troublesome and patient feels very ill. 
SUTTTARY. One cannot quote this as being an entire - 
ly satisfactory case of Artificial rneurnotzorax, but 1 
do not think the treat:cert is entirely to blame. In 
the first 1 ace the soil was bad as is evidenced by the, 
very slight reactionary power after admission. Duringl 
the course of the treatment ne ee,sily developed pleura 
isy with effusion, adhesions formed and prevented com- 
plete collapse of the lung. Nevertheless the signs 
cleared up and symptoms improved even by the partial 
Pneumo thorax and all might have gone 1,ve11 if infection 
of the testicles had not taken place: that gave him a, 
set -back and he was pretty i11, after the operation. TT:e( 
was recovering from that when another complication 
arose in the digestive symptoms and I an quite sure 
that there was some tubercular mischief of the appendi?( 
or caecum, or the glands in that neighbourhood. Oper- 
ation was not performed as the general condition was 
bad and after that the local condition settled down 
and he became rather better than he had been since ad- 
mission. Around Christmas 1923 he became worse and 
123. 
the question arises now what is the condition which is 
giving rise to his symptoms. Although there are no 
definite indications at the moment I am inclined to tb.0- 
opinion that it is the abdomen which is at fault again) 
as his lungs do not show any signs of being any worse. 
The right lung is fairly well collapsed and shows no 
crepita.tion. The left lung is clear. True, there is 
a small -m onn t of fluid in the right pleura =:nd before 
coming to a conclusion one must explore this to see if 
this is becoming pustular. I think not, as in that 
case it would probably have increased at the time of 
writing it only extends to within 2" of the inferior 
angle of the scapula). . Again, there is no definite 
indication to interfere with the abdomen. 
It is an extremely interestin case and gives one 
much room for thought. The lessors we l e,.zrn from the 
point of view of Collapse Therapy are : 
(1) The signs of a small pleural.. cavity. 
(2) The signs of the early development of fluid. 
( 3) The quickness with which adhesions rr ay form 
even with collapse. 
(4) The quick delay in the absorption of gas afte 
pleurisy develops. 
124. 
CASE OF MRS P.K. No . lb 
Mrs P. ale 25, admitted 25th March 1921. 
HIISTORY. September 1920 cough started and per- 
sisted all `winter, with small amount of s.)utum - no- 
thing done. February 1Gth 1921, haemoT.tysis, about 
cup-full, not kept in b'ed .at all but went about her 
usual duties. Lassitude commenced and has gradually 
increased. Advised to come here.- TTothin; of note in 
her family history. On arrival she was found to have 
a temperature ranging to 100 at niLiit . 
Physical suns. I shall. `c1 into these in some 
detail as they are very interesting and show a very 
typical case of hilus Tuberculosis gradually spreading 
to the surface. on admission one would have thought 
it was a y. ractical ly normal chest. Inspection, 
nothing to note, no flattening nor loss of exransion. 
Percussion. Yo dullness. Auscultation. Breathing 
was vesicular all over and there were no adventitious 
sounds to be made out at all. There was evidently an 
open lesion sof.:E here as tubercle bacilli were present 
in the sì utum. Kronig's area 11-"each side. Tidal ex- 
pansion equal on both sides and normal_ in extent. 
X- rays showed diffuse mottling all over both sides of 
the chest, particularly marked on tÍ1 e ri,:s t side, some 
thickening of right pleura. 
her symptoms improved after three weeks in bed and 
she was allowed up on exercise and this was graduaJJ y 
increased. She gained weight at a great rate. At her 
,first exmiratic)n in 'ray 1921 a few fine crer itations 
125. 
were found after coughing over the right side and ex- 
tending into the right a.xil l ary region, but no signs 
of toxaemia appeared. This was evidently a spread 
towards the surface because at an examination three 
weeks later these crepitations were audible nract.icall. 
all over the rig7ht lower lobe back and front. 1=_ er ex- 
í 
ercise was continued. With the exception of a slight 
attack of pleurisy in the right axilla at the end of 
June her. progress .Ras 1.lninterrupted and she was able 
to leave the Sanatorium on 24th October 1921. The sins 
in her chest had considerably abated, no toxaemia, no 
cough nor sputum. She had gained over two stones in 
.rveieht. At the time of leaving she was able to do 6 
to 8 miles daily without inducing any fatigue or signs 
of toxaemia. She was re- examined in December and the 
si ,rts were found to be Tractical.ly nil. 
April 17th 1922. Patient readmitted with marked 
ittensiication of signs in the right chest. She had 
felt a return of her lassitude and cough -and-sputum 
early in T. arch after having nursed her mother through 
an attack of influenza for about five weeks. Pyrexia 
again present toa abon.t ICO p.m. but this gradually sub- 
sided after a fe.,,, days rest. However, aa her disease 
had recurred and was 90 completely localised to the 
right lower lobe we advised Artificial Pneumothore.x 
this was commenced on ray 10th 1922. 
May 1 C th 
" 11th 
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Patient was now able to leave t ïe Sanatorium and 
returned about once a month for refit A s, which were 
kept up at --1.bout the same level and about the same 
amounts of air. She had her last refill on 9th May 
1923 and was again allowed to proceed home. SYie return- 
ed to us (mn July 2nd and we found no expansion. of time 
lung. kept her udder observation diving her exercise 
to nearly 10 miles daily without any toxaemia - the lung 
was then allowed to re-expand. 13th October 1923, 
lung fully expanded - very well. 4th January 1924, 
very well, l eadineg ordinary 1. ife . 
'r-e points of interest in t }..is case are:- 
(1) Tile method of its spre:d as described in the 
text . f t,_e, (2:-3_9(.. 
127 . 
(2) . The ease of induction of Artificial Pneumo- 
thorax in a case of this type and the completeness of 
the return of function after the i neurnotharax had been 
in existence for such a ,riort time. Unhappily a case 
of this type is only too rare owing to the difficulty 
in diagnosis and it is generally at a much later stage 
of the di sea. e tiat 7 atients come to us, out many must 
have passed t_irough such a stage wLien this t r eatmett 
could have been adopted. 
I consider this case is an excellent rl ea for i 
adopting this procedure, before the disease becomes toà 
far advanced. 7o doubt this patient may have done well 
enough under ordinary Sanatorium treatment, but T am 
quite sure it would have taken twice the time. dis- 
ease was as completely arrested in October 1 921 as one 
can ever say this disease is arrested, no cough, no 
sputum, no symptoms ; yet she had relapsed by T.Rarch 
1922. By October 1922 she was able to loroceed home and 
lead ordinary life and thus she has continued for 
over a year. 
(3) . Under ordinary Sanatorium treatment this pat- 
ient gained over 28 l.bs. On re- admission in April 
1922 her weight was 67 k it ogran yes and on leaving in 
October is was 6b - a loss of 4 lbs. 
17 .  
CASE OF tx .W . l\ . No. 16 
G.W.N., age 29, admitted 8th April, 1921. 
HISTORY. Cough and debility dating from October 
1918 when on leave from France. Although his cough 
persisted ail the time he felt well with occasional 
periods of ill -health, out T.B. not diagnosed until 
Larch 1921 when he was found to have pyrexia. On exam- 
ination his sputum was found positive. he was treated 
by rest in bed and while there lie developed pleurisy on 
the right side. 
On examination. There was extensive disease of 
the right lung with narked consolidation in the upper 
lobe. Crepitations were present back and front probab- 
ly all over this lung. There were no signs of any dis- 
ease in the left lung although the root shadows were 
marked to the X-rays. Cough was very troub] esome and 
sputum copious. Pyrexia ranging from 100 to 101 p.m. 
was present. He was treated by complete rest in bed 
with no improvement in the physical signs or in the 
symptoms - in fact excavation was commencing in the 
right upper lobe behind. he had two attacks of _-1eur- 
i sy in the right side. 
June 1921. Signs the same: a few cre pite.tions 
appeared in tine left axilla. 
July 1921. Temperature tended to go higher, up 
103 p.m. and symptoms and signs becane more marked. 
Skiagrarn again taken 1 ith a view to Pneumothorax, Jnd 
even in tiffe short space of time which had elapsed 
since the first skiagrat was taken, there was evidence 
129. 
of much more extensive consolidation. The left side 
looked fairly olear and the physical signs there 
appeared sufficiently negligible to attempt Pneumothor- 





1921 Artificial Pneumothorax induced 
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1-1 euri sy developed on left s ide when the right lung 
was partially co lapsed. T":efills were abandoned to allow 
this to settle 
Aus. 23rd -18 -6 r -12 -2 boo c.cs 02 
Sept 2nd 7-eedl e introduced but failed to find 
pleural space. 
(f 9th 11 ff fi " 
:, -12 -3 20 ff th - 4 }2 180 c.cs 02 
'tai 
-16 -4 
- J 4 6 150 ff 
Oct. 3rd needle introduced -1 4.1 and no gas 
given. 
During this time pyrexia was slightly less, reach- 
ing 101.6 p.m. The left sided pleurisy had not recurr- 
ed and there was a sli sht degree of collapse of the 
right lung with some lessening of the intensity of the 
:moisture. The patient was markedly 
dyspnoeic and cyan-- 
Jsed. he was much too ill to attempt to X -ray him so 
3. 30 
as to atte .t to elucidate the problems which had been 
raised in these preceeding refills. On looking back 
at this case i think there must either have been fluid 
present (although there were no clinical signs of this) 
or that adhesion had taken ,:lace betwe n the pleurae 
in one or several places . Probably the latter is the 
correct solution as fluid ould not account for the 
two failures on 2nd August and 9th September to obtain 
a space. Then on the -succeeding attemrts a space was 
found, but the pressure was very quickly raised to pos- 
itive by the introduction of a very small quantity of 
,as. This would occur with fluid but is not-incompat- 
ible with the alternative theory. Besides if there had 
been fluid there would have been little difficulty in 
detecting it and we would have attained a greater degree 
of collapse. 
At this stage Pneumothorax ,vas abandoned. 10th 
November 1921 acute pleurisy on left side with another 
attack on 21st. Crepitations were now present practic- 
ally al 7 over Ú i e l e t side in front. Cavitation w a s 
present in riht upper lobe and signs of softening at 
the apex of the lower lobe. Patient died on 27th, Jan- 
uary, 1922. 
I quote the case as there are rz_:.ny lessons to be 
learned from it. In the first place it was a case in 
which I am sure Pneumothorax would have been success- 
ful if the optimum time f its performance had been 
,taken . As it was I am afraid it was well past when we 
1 3 . . 
attempted it and tree system had been so saturated by 
the toxic products t l.at the patient's resistance was nil. 
If we could have farseen that this case was Lo proceed 
so rapidly to a fatal termination we ought to have coli- 
apsed the lurab on tree day of his admission and then pro- 
bably we should have been too late. 
It also teaches us that the strain on the other 
lung is quickly shown by the appearance of activity 
there. The probabilities are that Pneumothorax hastened 
rather than delayed this -patient's end by setting up 
activity in the better lunL . 1 am sure tl.at this patient 
had ben going about with active Tuberculosis -i_ace 1918. 
The refills are interesting, especially those in 
September - evidently there had been pleurisy on 
-c ie it sic as well as on the left, with no painful symp- 
toms:, owing to tae two layers of the pleura being separ- 
ated, lout with a gradual exude ,lion of plastic lymph 
causing adhesions and thereby causing the pleural space 
to be obliterated in parts and forming loc Ali which were 
quic Cly filled by a small quantity of fluid. 
132. 
CASE OF H.L.S No. 1? 
H.L.S. admitted 6/10/22, 22 age 34. 
HISTORY, 1918 from Yarch till December prisoner of 
War in Germany. On repatriation examined by L'edical 
Board and told he had moist patch on left lung. At that 
time he had pyrexia to about 100 daily, which lasted for 
a month. Kept fit from then till 
November 1920. had operation on nasal septum under 
general anaesthesia ,Lich was followed by congestion of 
the lungs. Temperature remained up for fourteen days. 
Again became vvel l and remained so till - September 1922. 
Patient Celt fevered and found temperature to be 102.4 
oral) . Cough and sputum pree ent . Sputum examined and 
found positive. Cough has sputter_ in 
small quantities ever since operation in -ovenber 1920. 
FATILY HIS 0 Y nil of enterest, except one brother 
with whom he lives had been a patient here and he has 
still chronic Tuberculosis. 
On admission, t sere was loss of expansion over. 7 eft 
lower lobe, marked dullness to r)ercuss i on, numerous 
moist sounds with bronchial breathing and marked increase 
of vocal resone.nce, both in front and behind. Sore in- 
filtration of rieht upper lobe but no moisture. X-rays 
showed marked oracity over velole of left lung. There 
as pyrexia from 100 a.m. to over 1.02.4 p.n., large 
amount of cough and sputum and patient looked very ill. 
' softening signs showed rapid advancement and i egan 
to take place. Artificial T=neumothorax induced on 18th 
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October 1922 as a matter of urgency. 
Pressures 
INitial. End 
Oct. 18 -1() -16 -].0 -6 200 c.cs Oxygen 
r1 2C, ., 8 -14 -4 -9 400 11 
1r 25 -t -1',', -3 '' r , 7V II - 00 
11 28 -; -1° -1 -5 750 r1 
11 3a -12 -4 ...6 -0 400 





-2 +2 500 
-4 f2 600 
-C tw 700 
-4 t2 90U 
-4. t2 600 
-4 700 
-3 t4 8u0 
-- 46 800 
-0 +6 900 
-2 +4 1300 
-2 +¿ 800 
-0 4 ] Ú 800 
The above is a note of trie refill s, their pressures 
r.d amounts from the time of induction to the time of 
1 eaving the Sanatorium to r_.roceed home. After each re -' 
fill the temrerature sowed a m.arkc cl reaction to 103 - 
104 F. but it soon began to settle down to about 100 r.m. 
betw ^n refills. These reactions continued just as 
severely ri It to t :e end of December. The refills in 
January were fol.] owe d by much s1 it,hter reactions and his 
134. 
symptoms were very much better - coueri and sputum bein6 
practically absent, It was not till 28/2/23 that a 
refill was followed by no reaction. imatient was kept in 
bed from admis ion until about 12th Yarch and even after 
that was only allowed to rest outside. He left t_'e 
Sanatorium on 8 t; ray 1923 to have Pneumothorax treat- 
ment carried on at home. His subsequent proLre ss has 
been en tire] y satisfactory, and I quote tx-, a. patient's 
own words : 
"Re my progress since leaving the Sanatorium 
last ? °ay. I can say that the favourable course there- 
of has been continuous and uninterrupted. I have put 
on a stone and a half in weiL:ht during the last seven 
1 
months. I am able to 6o for walks of three to four 
miles without e i n 6 any the wo r s e for it, än d could 
possibly do more but I an chary of acfiinG my 'L00d' 
luni,;: to do too mucYl. of course I more or 
, ess, 
c on tinuin,; tie trea,t nent of rest etc and am refilled 
every three to five weeks when I ted.e in from 300 to 
800 c.cs Air, accorlin to the londer or shorter period 
between refills e 
135. 
CASE OP K S.. No. 18 
h.S. admitted 6 /1/23, age 24, with a history of 
frequent attacks of malaria from January 1916 while on 
Service i_n. -esopotamia. In January 1922 had a very 
severe attack which bft him pretty debilitated. 
August 1922, cough and sputum developed and con- 
tinued till, December 1922 when c.putum was found posit- 
ive and Tuberculosis diagnosed. 
State on admission. The signs of disease were not 
very marked, but infiltration of both urrer lobes was 
present with some extensi-cn to the lower lobe on the 
right side. Moisture was only elicited on each side 
after coughing. Cough was troublesome and sputum fair- 
ly copious, but t l s; ̀ ns of v.ere slight, 
ient looked well -nourished and temperature was practic- 
ally normal.... The rigil. t side Was tt` e more intensively 
iïld extensively diseased. After three weeks' treatment 
in bed patient was allowed up but on 5th : 'ebruary the 
te;ny.erature rose to 102 suddenly and remained up. :o 
Mal. ar. is parasites were found in the blood. On examin- 
ation tiren the si ns on the ri rlt side were less intense 
but there was a marked intensification of them on tl:.e 
left. He had gained by that time nearly a stone in 
weight. During this pyrexial attack there was cle 'inite 
leurisy at the le-``t base. 7 "e was kept in bed for five 
weeks till temperature became normal, and he was grad - 
ual ].y allowed to take exercise up to 3 - 4 miles daily . 
On 12th May 1923 temperature a ire rose to 102.6 
1'36. 
with signs of r.leurisy in left lung. 7xa..mina.tion at 
this time snowed disease in t.P right lung to be pract- 
ically quiescent and it it wa,s considered that a Part- 
ial Pneumothorax kee;,i:ll, the Pregsures very low :ni,1, t 
cause some fixation in t._e right lung and give the in- 
flamed 1;1eo.ra1 surfaces time T;,''e fearF'(' to 
, 
c.. e too great a strain on the ri ,4nt lung. On 27th, 
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These refills show very well the gradual progress of 
the frequency and size of the refills in a normal. case. 
June 7th -9 4 -0 600 c.cs 0 
r _4 10th -16 2 700 c.cs On 
" 15th - 10 -4 
G i, `, - V ; b00 c.cs Air 
By this time the left lung was two thirds collapsed 
with no si_:n of any undue strain on tne right lung. 
Breath sounds were faint over the left upper lobe. 
Tem-,..erature was normal and other signs of toxic absorp- 
tion nil, although the cough and c iutum were incrE-ased . 
he wr,s being allowed up for a few hours daily. 
June 20th 
28th 
July t th 
16th 
- 14 700 c . c e Air 
-8 -4. 
-3 -0 b 0 U 
-g -4 





rote the gradually incr'easin interval between refills. 
There was during this tt-ne a sl iht reaprearance of v 
signs in the right chest, but rio toxaemia. Exercise 3 
to 4 miles daily. 
July a, i. 
Aug. 7rd 
_ 1(4 -6 800 c . : s Air 
-- 1-1 %OU 
" l4t1..s -ó 2 - 
-2 f1 900 t, 
Very slight reaction (Temperature 1Q0.2 for two days 
after this refill) . Patient left the Sanatorium on 6th 
September to continue Artificial Pneumothorax at home. 
His progress since then has been 
(Extract from patient's own letter) 
"I feel frightfully fit now and am putting 
weight on. Tfy sputum is considerably reduced 
and I seldom c ou.h, but T smoke more. I am 
sleeping very ;yell but not sweating. There 
are no crenitations on my ri, ht $ide - so I 
am told il 
138. 
This is an example more of a case of 1 r , J u5 Tuber- 
culosis with the disease progressing from the Hiî.us 
along the bronchia) es : t) the surface . I c onside,± that 
;.il though the signs in the right chest were more marked 
on admission, that the truly acute disease was on the 
.left side and that it gradually approached the surface 
as time went on. It would have been an interesting 
study to have seen the progress of the disease if Pneu- 
_thorax had not been induced. I an inclined to think 
that it would have been a story of repeated exacerbat- 
ions of toxicity and pleurisy until some definite pneu- 
monic patches devel.olced with subsequent caseation. This 
would have meant chronic invalidism, if not a fatal 
issue in a longer or 3horther time. By inducing the 
ineurnothorax - even a partial one - the inflamed pleural 
surfaces were Peparated, the lung was put at comparative 
rest and the patient was able to be up and about and to 
proceed home for treatment. This latter factor was un- 
fortunately necessary from a pecuni=..ry 1)oir)t Üec'- use I 
am afraid that the tems:er_ +,rent of the patient was such 
to preclude him taking the care of himself which .. 
might be a very decidin factor in tuìe success or non- 
success of his case.. 
Another interesting fact in tats case was the grad- 
ual diminution in t:tie pressures both at táie cornn.encement 
and end of each refill, al- thou`:h gradually increasing 
volumes of as were introduced. I can only explain this 
by the supposition that mere soft pleural adhesions 
139. 
between the two pleurae w iich were gradually stretched 
mgking the pleural cavity larder and larger. Weight in 
this case was also reduced markedly. His weights being. 
On admission, 6;'1./23. 62.200 kilogrammes 
(1) á/3/23 68.200 
(2) 5/6/23 66.100 
on departure 62.600 
(1) Gain of 13 lbs before rneurnotho_ra.x was induced. 
r, 
(2) i oss of 5 lbs after it 
140. 
CAST OF R.A.R. No. 20. 
R.A.R. age 31, admitted 12th April 1921. with a 
history dating back to early 2920, when he felt increas- 
ing lassitude with morning cough and sputum. He paid no 
attention to this until; - 
February 1921. Small haerloptysis, sputum positive. 
Patient was in business in India and was recommended to 
return home immediately. 
Previous history. Nil 
Family history. Nil 
On examination there was flattening and diminished 
expansion of the right lung, dullness to R 3 in front 
and to the inferior angle of the scapula behind. Moist 
crepitations over same area with signs of a small cavity 
just over the clavicle. 
Larynx. Left true cord infiltrated with small 
ulcer on posterior part. 
Symptoms were not marked. Slight pyrexia. to 99.2 
p.m. Cough and sputum present with abundant bacilli. 
Progress. After three weeks in bed temperature 
came down. He was allowed up and on to exercise with 
the exception of two months in early 1922 when he had 
an intensification of the signs. This patient save us 
rap cause for worry and his progress both as regards 
symptoms and signs was uninterrupted. In early 1922 we 
considered collapse 'therapy but matters settled so quiet- 
ly under modified exercise that we decided to abandon it. 
Patient left the Sanatorium on 5th July 1923 with 
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back to business and worked in London. Lassitude return- 
ed in early December 1923. He took no notice till about 
the middle of December, when he developed temperature. 
As he was on the eve of departure for India he consult- 
ed a Doctor who said activity recommenced and impossible 
to proceed there. 
Readmitted here on 21st December 1923. Pyrexia 
present (see chart) cough and sputum greatly increased, 
tubercle bacilli very numerous. Signs in the right lung 
much as or primary admission - perhaps more extensive 
behind. Left lung nil. After some rest in bed with no 
signs of lessened toxaemia Artificial Pneumothorax was 
induced on loth January 1924. (see charts as to details 
as to amounts & pressures of refills) . 
I introduce this case although a recent one as it 
illustrates very well the following points. 
(1). Under conservative treatment this patient did 
as wel_l as cou] d be expected but in less than five 
months of leading an ordinary life there was recrudes- 
cence of activity. 
(2) . The quick cessation of symptoms after collapse 
therapy in a case of this sub -acute type. 
(3) . The practically text -book sequence of events 
as regards spacing of ..refills and tree expected reactions 
in a case of this type. 
(4) . Two months after induction of Pneumothorax 
cough and sputum are practically nil, tubercle bacilli 
,are absent from the sputum, pyrexia gone and he is able 
142. 
to walk from a half to one mile morning and afternoon. 
We have had to go slowly with pressures and physical 
activities as he has rather an easily disrlaced media - 
stinurn which causes a certain amount of dyspnoea. 
143. 
THREE CASES ILLU'STRATIG THE TREATT`ENT OF PERSISTENT 
PLEURITIC PAIN BY ARTIFICIAL PiYP WOTHORAX. 
Nos. 21, 22, 23. 
E.D., age 30, admitted 20th, July, 1921,. with a 
history of having had to nurse her mother for some time 
with the result she suffered from 'nerves' and insomnia 
after her mother's death. She felt very weak and lost .a 
lot of weight and had a short dry cough. Tuberculosis 
was diagnosed by a London Consultant and she was sent 
here. Nothing of note in her previous history, except 
a note of some cardiac complication following diphtheria. 
Family history, nothing to note. 
She was a highly-strung nervous patient ith very 
cla.rk rims round eyes - these were probably artificial. 
On examination there was very little to be made out 
in her chest beyond a ] i ttl e weakening of the breath 
sounds over the left base behind. X -rays showed little. 
Perhaps the root shadows were a little more marked than 
usual. She had pyrexia ranging f ° :.)m 99 a. m. to 100 p.m. 
A week after admission she developed definite friction 
in left lower lobe. On admission her heart was regular 
though the sounds were rather forcible in character, 
later it becarle irregular and there were systolic mur- 
murs at both aortic and pulmonary areas with accentuat 
ion of the mitral first sound. 
Trig pleurisy continued in srite of rest till Sept -i 
ember so we decided to separate the two layers of the 
/pleura with Ozygen. This was successfully done by 
144. 
introducing 300 c.cs of gas, but before we could give 
her another injection the friction spread to the peri- 
cardium causing extreme irregularity of the cardiac 
action so we had to desist - this irregularity happen- 
ed only at intervals with no apparent cause - at the 
time there were blowing systolic murmurs in all areas 
and some dilation of the heart. As we were rather in 
the dark regarding the diagnosis of her condition we 
called in a Consultant who made a diagnosis of aostitis. 
January 1922. Oedema of the feet and ankles set 
in. The pleurisy keep recurring at frequent intervals 
so we decided to again do a partial. Pneumothorax not- 
withstanding the cardiac complications and it was start- 
ed on 28th February 1922. 
?eby. 28th 1922 -5 -4 -4 -2 450 c.cs 02 
March 3rd " -8 - -0 
10 4th -8 -4 
-4 -0 700 
Lung pretty well collapsed and pleural pain gone. The 
heart condition also improved to a great degree, the 
extra systoles sometimes appeared but the murmurs dis- 
appeared. Pulse rate was slower, regular in time and 
force. Pyrexia came down a little. 
We continued the collapse refit ing at about week- 
ly intervals and bringing the pressure up to about neu- 
tral. 
April 12th 1922. heart's action quite regular now: 
temperature lower: no pain: allowed to sit up. We dis- 
continued the Pneumothorax on 16th May 1922 and she felt 
14b. 
ever so much better. As the lung re-expanded, however, 
temperature again rose and the pleurisy and cardiac 
irregularity returned so trie only indication was to co- 
llapse the lung again; this was done on 21st June, 27th 
June and 11th July. After this patient developed severe 
neuritis of right arm. Her story goes on as above till 
she left here on 11th July 1923. Whenever we let the 
left lung re- expand pleurisy returned so we kept collaps- 
ing it as indications presented themselves. She hadre- 
current attacks of neuritis also recurrent attacks of 
cardiac irregularity. Headaches and insomnia were pro- 
minent features, and lassitude was very marked. 
We came to the conclusion that the condition was 
not tubercular after injection of blood into a Guinea 
pig proved negative. We explored every avenue which 
might prove a source of infection, including the teeth 
and throat, and we had blood cultures done and bacter- 
iological examination of stools and urine, all with neg- 
ative results. 
The symptomology and complications in this case 
would provide a Thesis in itself and I only introduced 
it to show the effects of Pneumothorax as a palliative 
treatment in recurrent pleurisy. The after history of 
this case is much the same as when she was a patient 
here - chronic invalidism with varyiYig complications 
from time to time. Pneumothorax has been discontinued, 
or at least I understand so. 
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TO ILLUSTRATE TREATMENT OF PAD T. . CASE No. 2. 
M.A.B. age 50, admitted May 7th, 1922. 
HISTORY. September 1921, Attack of pleurisy - the 
pain of which had remained ever since. 
January 1922. Four small haemoptyses occurred; 
confined to bed for a month. 
Marcie, 1922. Haemoptysis recurred, but quickly 
stopped; pleuritic pain still persisted. 
On admission the signs were coarse leathery frict- 
ion over tae middle and lower lobes of right side - no 
intra - pulmonary signs. There was a small lesion at the 
apex of the left lung where crepitations were audible 
after coughing, and probably the site of the haemoptyses. 
Symptoms. Temperature and pulse -rate were normal; 
pain was very acute; short dry cough was present. 
Progress. Ten weeks in bed with no amelioration 
of signs or symptoms and the pain was interfering with 
the patient's rest at night. All the usual palliative 
measures were tried, including counter irritation, 
strapping etc. "Ve then decided to try the effect of 
separating the pleural layers and this was done on Oct- 
ober 10th, 200 c.cs 02 being introduced. Pain still 
present. On Octo er 13th 300 c.::s O2 given. Pleural 
rub now inaudible. Pain still present out much reliev- 
ed. October 18th 300 c.cs 02. pain entirely gone. 
November 1st 400 c.cs 02 given. 
There were no reactions after any of the injections 
Pain remained absent when she left the Sanatorium on 
February 8th 1923. 
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July 1923. Patient had remained entirely free from 
pain to this tire. Of course this condition is a very 
rare one as it is so seldom that we see pleurisy per- 
sist for such a time. Adhesion between the two layers 
of pleura efficeintly stops and pain as a general rule. 
148. 
TO ILLUSTRATE TREATMENT OF PAIN: CASE No. 3. 
Mrs A. age 26th, admitted January 20th ' 20; with 
a history of an acute attack of pleurisy with effusion 
at the end of Yovember 1919. Tapped once, amount not 
known. She was acutely ill at this time and as soon as 
able to be moved was admitted here. Guinea pig; inocul- 
ation of fluid was positive. 
Family history was interesting as at the time of 
the onset of her illness her husband was acutely ill 
here with Tuberculosis and she was visiting him daily. 
Signs. Marked dullness and loss of epansion at 
right base. Breath sounds absent. Very rough palpable 
rub over that area. 
Symptoms. There was much pain at base and in axilla 
Short dry cough present; slight temperature to 100 p.m. 
Progress. After one week patient was allowed up. 
On 11 try February, acute pleurisy with pyrexia - two days 
in bed. February 24th, attack repeated - 10 days in 
bed before temperature became normal. Pain had persisted 
practically since admission. 
March 10th -10 -7 
- 4 -0 300 c.cs 02 
Reaction of temperature took place. 
March 12th - 6 -2 
- 2 42 200 c.cs 02 
Temperature remained at 101 for four days (she had pretty 
extensive rnediastinal emphysema which caused a lot of 
discomfort) 
March 18th - 6 -1 
- 2 -0 300 c.cs 02 
No reaction. Pleuritic rub gone, no pain. 
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April 20th 1920. Pain still absent; no pyrexia. 
Unfortunately her husband died and she left the Sanat- 
orium at this time. She went to the South of Tngland 
and carried on treatment for about another six months 
and became very well. She had no recurrence of her 
pleuritic pain and no pyrexia. 
Early 1924. Patient perfectly fit and married 
again. 
Three injections of Qzyben cured her of the pleur- 
itic pain which had been present practically continuous- 
ly since she was tapped over three months previously. 
I think these three foresoing cases prove the 
value of Artificial Pneumothorax in treatment of per- 
sistent pleurisy. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE CASE OF FAILURE TO FIND A1' EFFICIENT SPACE. 
No. 24. 
B.S., age 21. admitted 28th September, 1923 with dis- 
ease chiefly confined to right lung. History went back 
to December 1922, when she had an attack of pleurisy with 
effusion; 3 months in a Nursing Home. 
January 25th 1923. Returned to Fngland. 
August, 192. Developed pyrexia but this subsided. 
September 1923. Admitted here. 
October 28th 1923. Allowed up, temperature down, 
feeling better. 
November 20th 1923. Pyrexia developed again - dig- 
estion troublesome - signs in right lower lobe became 
more intense so Artificial pneumothorax was decided on. 
The X -ray picture did not foretell any difficulty in 
gaining entrance, neither did the physical signs. 
(1) . Feby. 2nd 1924. First attempt failed. 
2nd attempt -10 -.5 
- 0 +1 200 c.cs; 
Evidently a very small pocket. A slight reaction occurr- 
ed. 
(2). Feby 10th 1924. -6 
+l12 225 c.cs 02 
Entrance effected in mid- axilia.ry line between ribs 4 
and 5. 
( 3) . Feby, 2.4th, 1924. -6-2 
46410 100 c.cs 02 
Note the small amount of gas required to bring pressure 
up to a high positive one . Evidently still smaller 1 oc- 
ulus. 
(4) . Feby. 16th, 1923. 1st entrance ineffectual 
-6-1 
(5) +8 +10 200 c.cs 02 
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(6). Feby. 18th, 1924. -4 -2 
412 414 100 c.cs 02. 
Evidently in this case the chest was divided into num- 
erous small loculi and that no communication existed 
between them. 
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Diagram showing sites of puncture in case No. 24. 
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CASE OF YóTTJRAL F'rEUTIO THORAX E.M.H. No. 25 
E.Y.H. age 35, admitted 13th December 1921. . 
m K.r RISTÙ Ry . 1918. C oelsh -ld. hoarseness. Tubercl e 
bacilli found in sputum. prom 1918 - 1921 she had no 1 
specific treatment f r her illness beyong travelling 
from one reputed heal th- resrot to another with no re- 
strictions as to her activities, out sne remained mod- 
i 
erately accordinti to her account until she developed 
broncho- pneumonia in August 1921. After that she was 
confined to bed until her adriseion here . 
PREVIOUS HISTORY. Nothing to note. 
FAMILY H Tr_,R . Nil. 
On admission patient was immediately put on typhoid 
rest as she was extremely ill, emaciated, troublesome 
tough with copious sl3Utum, night sv7eats, dyspnoea. - 
even e: at rest. Pyrexia ranted to 103 at night. 
Or examinati.)n, dullness, moist cre1 itations on 
inspiration and expiration were found all over the left 
lung with a.n area of acute softening at the left base. 
The right fund was also acutely infected but to a lesser 
extent. The temperature was rather of tiie inverse type 
tending to be higher at mid -day - always a bad prognos- 
tic sign. Conditions continued to 5o from bad to worse 
-- there was definite spread in the right lung with ex- 
cavation in both lobes of the left. Symptoms remained 
unabated. By March 1922 things looked very grave. 
Temperature ranged between 99 and 104, night sweats 
often twice and thrice nightly, heart failing and we 
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expected tile end t: come at any time. 
April 15th ushered in b a sudden jump J urZj of temper- 
ature, marke cl T ain in the left side with dyspnoea and 
displacement of tle heart, a natural pneumothorax Pneu- 
mothorax occurred. On examination it rroved to be 
fairly com-fl ete amphorìc breathing faintly present 
al i over the J. eft side, marked diminution in the audib- 
ility of cretitations, and peculiarly enou,eh a marked 
decrease ie the signs of tlie righht criest. The sins 
gradually carne back during n: ay but the symptoms during, 
that time had never abated very much. 
Tay 29th, another rneumothorax developed, and 
after the initial shock had rased of with its concom 
it ant rise of temperature, increased dyspnoea and pulse 
rate, the temperature showed sins of coming down n.nd 
there was a much smaller swing. The signs aai 7 became 
Less marked. By July the t.emreratu-r.e was ranging be- 
tween 97.6 and 101. 'Pulse rate down to between 90 and 
1O1,, and ehe felt much better. Sweating became a much 
lees marrked feature. 
August. Temperature 97.8 to 100 . Moisture in 
lungs distinctly less but air in pleural cavity absorb- 
ing. Improvement continued and she began to put on 
flesh. Catamenia returned and she was distinctly less 
toxic. The signs in t. e left chest were only audible 
after coughing though there were still a good deal on 
ordinary breathing in right chest. 
Left here on Gctobsr 30th 1922 much against our 
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wishes as I considered her only chance was to be under 
strict supervision and }cerharq to continue the l neumo- 
tho.r. ax . 
Tray 3rd 1923. Her Doctor wrote saying she was much 
the same as on tier ret,Irn . Temperature remained up 
about 100 - 101 p.m. but "She wee able to get uy, and 
about" and even was allowed to .,o for a seil on the 
Clyde. He concludes by saying that "she is not losing 
much ground out the disease is still active. Her weigL.it 
re'rriCtins 
I -bring in this case because I think it is of in- 
terest because it shows the a3nma,tic effects which are 
possible by compression of the lung even in a case so 
markedly adv-anced as this one. In April I would have 
said that this patient only had a few wepks at the most 
to Live. However, there she is in May .1923. able to se i1 
down the Clyde. Unfor einatel J she was a stupid patient 
and very much troubled with over anxious and fussy re- 
latives who evidently considered they knew better i.ha1ri 
we did -.bout treatment, and they inadvisedly took her 
home. Vv`ith typhoid rest and a continuance of the Pneu- 
mothor.ax a very satisfactory result might have been 
attained, but Tneumotho.rax would not have been possible 
until July 1922 or therea':out and that time her par - 
ents were beginning to fuss about taking her home and 
we knew if we started the treatment that it would never 
be satisfactorily com feted. 
February 1924. Her Doctor again writes "Her lung 
1 
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condition i s much as it was when she left you. arie 
is able to ,o about e . little and hm3 ta-ken two or 
three trips to Glas6ow for tae day. One could not say 




(1) . Treatment by Pneumothorax is one of the great- 
est advances made in the treatment of Pulmonary Tuber- 
culosis. 
(2) . The simpler the apparatus the better. Saugmann's 
needle is best as a general rule. 
(3) . Local anaesthesia should always be used. 
(4) . Oxygen should be used for the first few fillings, 
then air. 
(5) . Cases suitable. In four hundred cases of Pulmon- 
ary Tuberculosis I have recommended the operation in 40, 
or 10%. 
(6) . Fluid developed. Operation performed in 33 cases, 
fluid developed in 12, or 36%. The fluid required with- 
drawal and replacement by gas in 9, or 27 %. Emphysema 
developed in three of these effusion cases, or 9 %. 
(7) . Entrance was unobtainable in 3 cases, or 7.5%. 
(8) . Results in my cases with Summary. 
Cases advised in 400 - 40. 
Group 1. Dead 9 
Group 2. Operation for persistent pleur- 
itic pain 3 
Group 3. Failure to find pleuritic space 3 
Group 4. Refused operation .... 7 
Group 5. Done well and finished treat- ment ? 
Group 6. Done well but continuing treat- 
ment 9 
Group 7. Results unsatisfactory.........3 
Group 1. Five were in extremis and the operation 
was only tried as a last resort. one case was tried 
in 
order to stop a very copious haemorrhage. 
In another 
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case the operation was done first on une side and then 
on the other. One case died after the first injection 
from. heart -failure. In only one of these five could 
the result justify the attempt, the patient's symptoms 
were much relieved for two months when she died of 
heart- failure in her sleep. Of the three remaining 
cases two died of acute spread of disease to the other 
lung, and one died after an operation for empyema. 
Group. 2. In all three cases relief was effected 
and in two cases lasted. The other case is fully des- 
cribed in another part (Case 23) . 
Group 3. Of the three cases two are dead. The 
third was only attempted recently - see Chart No. 24. 
Group 4. Refused operation. Only two of these 
cases are now alive. One of the other cases left the 
Sanatorium and in two months developed a. natural Pneu- 
mothorax and died. 
Group 5. All these cases except two are describ- 
ed in the Paper. Cases Nos. 4.15.5.12,6,23. 
except 4?1e, 
Group 6. All these case are escribed. Cases 
Noe. 11.20,17,18,9, 3,1,2,13. 
Group 7. All are described in the text. Cases 
Nos. 10,14.8. 
(9) . In future I shall recommend Pneumothorax in a 
much higher proportion of cases at an earlier stage as 
I am convinced that the earlier the treatment the better 
the ultimate results and the less chance of intercurr- 
er_t complications. 
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(10) . Injections should be small and at more frequent 
intervals. Caution shou]..d roe particularly practised in 
cases movable mediastinun. ä,'ot more than 200 to 
300 c e c s should be introduced at the primary operation 
and that very slowly. 
